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This package consists of 5 programs which are used to solve the free surface ship wave 
problem for the Wigley hull. These 5 programs are:
1) W1GTS - (Wigley thin ship)
This program solves the linearized free surface wave problem w ith the thin ship condi­
tion for a gradually started Wigley hull. The Laplace solution is found by a direct method 
using an FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) routine from the Fishpak library. The free surface 
equations are solved using an upwind centered explicit scheme.
2) WGEXSHP - (Wigley exact ship)
This program solves the linearized free surface wave problem for a gradually started 
Wigley hull. The Laplace solution is found by a direct method using Fourier analysis. The 
exact hull boundary condition is implemented by using the capacitance matrix technique. 
Finally, the free surface boundary conditions are advanced in time by using an upwind cen­
tered explicit scheme.
3) WGNLFS - (Wigley nonlinear free surface)
This program solves the fu ll nonlinear free surface wave problem for a gradually started 
Wigley hull. The exact hull boundary condition is implemented by using the capacitance 
matrix technique, and an iterative procedure is set up to satisfy the nonlinear free surface con­
ditions at the exact location of the moving boundary. An explicit scheme is used to advance 
these conditions in time.
4) CMNLSHP - (Capacitance matrix nonlinear ship)
2This program is the preprocessing phase for the capacitance matrix technique, i.e., it com­
putes and factors the capacitance matrix used in the implementation of the exact body condi­
tion for the Wigley hull. This program can be used w ith both the WGEXSHP and WGNLFS 
programs.
5) CMLSHP - (Capacitance matrix linear ship)
This program carries out the same task as the CMNLSHP program. The CMLSHP and 
CMNLSHP programs differ only in respect to their specification of the mesh spacing in the z- 
direction near the free surface. This program is used only w ith the WGEXSHP program.
The WIGTS program outputs information such as the nondimensionalized wave height rj, 
the wave resistance coefficient Cw and the potential function <f> at certain mesh points of the 
computational domain. The program is set up to solve the ship wave problem for 150 time 
steps. This corresponds to t = 3 when At = 0.02. The format of the output begins by listing 
the computational parameters used during program execution. For every 5 time steps, a plot of 
7} vs. x  /l along the symmetry line of the computational domain is outputed. Printed beneath 
the plot, the corresponding time step and wave resistance coefficient are printed. Finally, the 
output tabulates the wave height and the velocity potential along the Wigley hull centerplane. 
At the end of the output file, <f> values at the hull symmetry plane are listed after 150 time 
steps.
In addition to this output, 4 binary files are generated: WRT1, WRT2, WRT3, and 
RDWRT9. The WRT1 and WRT2 files contain data on the nondimensionalized wave height for 
the entire free surface computational domain after 50 and 100 time steps, respectively. The 
WRT3 file contains the nondimensionalized wave height for the entire free surface after 150 
time steps and the wave resistance coefficient for each time step. This file, as well as the 
RDWRT9 file, contains restart data needed to run the WIGTS program again.
3The WGEXSHP and WGNLFS output formats are slightly different from that of the 
WIGTS output. The WGEXSHP and WGNLFS output files list 0  values at the end of the output 
for the hull symmetry plane and three other planes that are parallel to the hull symmetry 
plane. For the WGNLFS output file, the residual for each iteration on the free surface is out- 
puted after the tabulation of the wave height and the velocity potential.
The binary files generated in the WGEXSHP and WGNLFS programs are the same as those 
generated in the WIGTS program. As mentioned earlier, both the WGEXSHP and WGNLFS pro­
grams use the capacitance matrix technique. This requires that the WGEXSHP and WGNLFS 
programs read in the factored capacitance matrix which is generated by the CMLSHP or 
CMNLSHP programs. The name of the binary file w ithin the WGEXSHP and WGNLFS pro­
grams which reads the factored capacitance matrix is called "File 10".
The capacitance matrix is computed and factored by either the CMLSHP program or the 
CMNLSHP program. The name of the binary file which contains the capacitance matrix is 
called "File l", and the name of the file which contains the factored capacitance matrix is called 
"File 2". "File 2" is the file which is read into "File 10" of the WGEXSHP and WGNLFS pro­
grams. In addition to these two binary files, output is generated which lists the matrix ele­
ments of the elliptic finite difference system resulting from the Laplace equation applied on the 
Wigley hull surface.
4II Geometry of the W igley Hull
Figure 1 illustrates the Wigley hull. The hull surface is defined by the equation
/ ( l ^ ) = - | ( l - 4l 2) ( l - ( 2 /h)2) (1)
for —Vz ^  x  ^  Vi and —h ^  z ^  0. All lengths are nondimensionalized by the ship length L. 
The parameters b and h are the beam and the draft. In the program package, these parameters 
are chosen to be 0.10 and 0.0625, respectively.
Ut
Figure 1. Perspective view of the Wigley parabolic hull. The vertical scale is 
enlarged by a factor of two for clarity. Note the sharp bow, stern and keel.
6DI Numerical Method
The potential flow field about the Wigley hull is calculated by a direct finite difference 
method which is fu lly  described by Chamberlain [l]. The reference frame used is a Cartesian 
coordinate system which is fixed to a ship moving in the —x  direction at an instantaneous speed 
Us . Since the flow is symmetric about the centerplane, only half of the ship is contained in the 
computational domain. Figure 2 illustrates the computational domain, while the mesh system 
used is illustrated in Figure 3. Note that the mesh spacing is nonuniform only in the z -  direc­
tion.
The governing equation used in the numerical method for the moving Cartesian coordi­
nate system is the Laplace equation
<t>xx + 4>yy + <f>zz = 0 • (2)
The two conditions which govern the motion of the free surface are the kinematic and the 
dynamic boundary conditions. The kinematic boundary condition is
Vt + (Ux + + <t>yT)y = <t>z » (3)
in which 7) is the free surface height above the reference plane z = 0. The dynamic boundary 
condition is
4>T + Us(j>x + y  (02 + 02 + 02) + J)/Fr2 = 0 . (4)
The nondimensional parameter F r  is the Froude number and is defined as F r — U co/(g iy h. 
The quantity U ^  is the maximum forward hull speed and corresponds to Us = 1 . The other 
boundary conditions for the ship wave problem are written as :
4>x = 0, upstream 
<frx = 0, downstream
<f>y = 0, symmetry (5)
<f>y -  0, lateral
70- = 0, bottom
“ f  x<t>x + <t>y -  fz4>z - U s f x *  hull, (l£ ., OTl y = /  (jC ^  )) .
The intial conditions for this ship wave problem are 0  = 0 and 7) = 0 at t =0.
The computational algorithm used for both the linearized and the nonlinear ship wave 
problems is summarized in the following steps :
1) Initialize 0  and 7) throughout the entire domain.
2) Update the free surface kinematic condition (Eq. (3)) and the dynamic 
condition (Eq.(4)) for 7) and 0  at the new time level (n + l)  using an 
explicit scheme.
3) Using the values of 0  obtained in step 2) as Dirichlet conditions, solve the 
Laplace equation (subject also to the Neumann boundary conditions of 
Eqs. (5)).
4) Advance the time step and continue w ith step l)  until the steady state 
solution on the centerplane is attained.
Figure 2 . Placement of the ship within the Cartesian coordinate 
system, denoted by (jt.y^r). The coordinate system follow s 
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Figure 3 . Cartesian mesh system for the 4.95 x 2.0 x 1.0 domain.
(a) Top view of the (x  ,y ) plane showing the constant grid intervals.
(b) Side view of the (y ,z ) plane. Note the concentration 
of mesh lines near the free surface so that the shallow 
draf: of the Wigley hull can be accommodated.
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IV Computational Parameters
The computational parameters needed to be specified by the program user in order to run 
the WIGTS, WGEXSHP and WGNLFS programs are the following :
1) NRUN - program run parameter; set equal to 1 if the program is started 
from time t -  0.0 or set equal to 2 if the program is started from any 
other time, such as t = 3.0, t = 6.0, etc.
2) IMAX - number of mesh points in the x -  direction, including the boun­
daries.
3) JMAX - number of mesh points in the y - direction, including the boun­
daries.
4) KMAX - number of mesh points in the z  - direction, minus 1.
5) ELFT - index corresponding to the jc - value of the first mesh point on the 
ship.
6) IRGT - index corresponding to the x  - value of the last mesh point on the 
ship.
7) KEEL - index corresponding to the z -  value of the keel of the ship.
8) DT - time step (nondimensionalized by LUJ
9) BEAM - hull dimension (maximum width nondimensionalized by the 
ship length L).
10) DRAFT - hull dimension (height nondimensionalized by the ship length 
L).
11) YL - y -  location of the symmetry plane (typically, YL = 0.0).
11
12) YU - y -  location of the outer boundary plane (note : YL—YU is the w idth 
of the computational domain).
13) TMAX - time at which the ship stops accelerating (nondimensionalized by
L /U J .
14) NPTS - number of perturbed finite difference equations due to the presence 
of the exact hull. This parameter is also the order of the capacitance 
matrix.
Figure 4 illustrates some of the geometrical parameters in the computational domain.
—  YU
Figure 4. Illustration of some of the computational parameters.
to
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V Instructions for Running the Programs
In order to run WIGTS, the computational parameters must be read into the program. 
The NRUN parameter is set equal to 1 when the program is starting from time t = 0.0. If the 
program is starting from any other time, the NRUN parameter is set equal to 2. Each program 
run w ill generate four binary files which should be renamed and saved (this is done in the pro­
cedure file).
In order to restart the program from a time other than t -  0.0, the procedure first 
involves reading in the renamed WRT3 and RDWRT9 restart files (generated from the previous 
program run) into the WRT3 and RDWRT9 files of the present run. The program w ill use this 
restart data to begin the calculations and w ill replace the WRT3 and RDWRT9 files w ith  
updated restart data which is then used for the next program run.
The run procedure for the WGEXSHP and WGNLFS programs is similar to that for the 
WIGTS program. The only difference is that the factored capacitance matrix generated from 
the CMNLSHP or CMLSHP programs must be read into T ile  10“ of the WGEXSHP and 
WGNLFS programs. The factored capacitance matrix is obtained from “File 2“ which is gen­
erated by the CMNLSHP or CMLSHP programs. The read statement variable list in line 52 of 
subroutine INITIA of the WGEXSHP program must match the variable list of the write(2) 
statement in the CMLSHP or CMNLSHP programs. If these two list differ, change the variable 
list in the read statement to match that of the capacitance matrix program used. This involves 
either putting in or taking out the AH, BH, CH variables between the A13M and RHS variables 
in the read statement variable list.
14
VL Bench Mark Run
A. WIGTS
The procedure used to run the WIGTS program w ill be illustrated w ith  three example 
runs where the parameter values are
F r  = 0.266 
IMAX = 97 
JMAX = 33 
KMAX = 19 
ILFT = 31 
ERGT = 50 
KEEL = 1 4  
DT = 0.02 
BEAM = 0.10 
DRAFT = 0.0625 
YL = 0.0 
YU = 2.0 
TMAX = 0.4
The procedure file used to execute the first program run is as follows:
15













SPARM FR=0.266, NRUN=1, IMAX=97, JMAX=33, KMAX=19, ILFT=31, 
KEEL=14, DT=0.02, BEAM=0.10, DRAFT=0.0625,YL=0.0, YU=2.00, TMAX=0.4S
The first 17 lines of the procedure file deal w ith signing on the computer, getting the 
WIGTS program and subroutines ready for execution, compiling the program, and fin a lly , exe­
cuting the program. Lines 18 through 25 of the procedure file rename the WRT1, WRT2, 
WRT3 and RDWRT9 files to TS2FL10, TS2FL11, TS2FL12 and T23266 respectively. These 
renamed files are saved. The last 3 lines of the procedure file contain the parameter values 
which are read by the program.
The following is the output from the first WIGTS program run:
SPARM
FR ■ . 2 6 6 E * 0 0
NRUN ■ » .
IMAX ■ 9 7 ,
JMAX * 33,
KMAX ■ > » .
I L F T ■ 3t  .
1 ROT ■ SO.
K E E L • » 4 ,
OT
oIdOJ■
BEAM • . 1E+O0,
ORAFT »  . 6 2 5 E - O I
YL «  0 . 0 ,
YU ■ . 2 E + 0 I ,
TMAX ■ . 4 E + 0 0 ,
• END
• WARNING ERROR ( IER 9 36) FROM IMSL ROUT 1NE OBCODU
» WARNING ERROR ( IER 9 37) FROM IMSL ROUTINE DBCODU
9 WARNING ERROR (IE R 9 38) FROM IMSL ROUTINE DBCQDU
s WARNING ERROR (IE R 9 36) FROM IMSL ROUT 1NE DBCQDCJ
* WARNING ERROR (IE R 9 3 7 ) FROM IMSL ROUT 1NE OBCQOU
* WARNING ERROR (IE R 9 38) FROM IMSL ROUTINE DBCODU
* WARNING ERROR (IE R S 36) FROM IMSL ROUTINE OBCODU
* WARMING ERROR ( IER 9 37) FROM IMSL ROUTINE DBCQDU
* WARNING ERROR (IE R m 38) FROM IMSL ROUTINE DBCQDU
• WARNING ERROR I IER 9 36) FROM IMSL ROUTINE DBCODU
* WARNING ERROR (IE R 9 37) FROM IMSL ROUT 1NE DBCODU
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CW X 1000.  » eso
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-  . 004
-  00 7
- . 0 1 1
- 0 1 5
- 0 1 6
- 022
-  . 023
- 028
- . 0 3 0
I IE R X 3 0 )
( IE R X 3 7 )
( IE R X 3 8 )
( IE R ■ 3 6 )
( I E R X 3 7 )
( I E R s 3 8 )
( IE R X 3 6 )
( IE R X 3 7 )
( IE R X 3 8 )
( IE R X 3 6 )
( IER X 3 7 )
( IE R = 3 8 )
( IER X 3 6 )
( IER s 3 7 )
















- . 000 - . 000 
- . 0 0 0  
- . 0 0 0  
-  . 000 - . 000 - . 000 - . 000 - . 000 
- . 0 0 0  -. ooo . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 .000 000 . 000 . 000 000
IMSL R O U TIN E  
IMSL R O U TIN E  
IMSL R O U T IN E  
IMSL R O U TIN E  
IMSL R O U T IN E  
IMSL R O U TIN E  
IMSL R O U TIN E  
IMSL R O U TIN E  
IMSL R O U T IN E  
IMSL R O U TIN E  
IMSL R O U TIN E  
IMSL R O U TIN E  
IMSL R O U TIN E  
I MSI. R O U TIN E  
































- 6 0 E - 0 I
I 6 E •OO
- 24E * 00
1 I
t Ii n ii t
............n i n n i  m n  m  n i n n i m i ..................i .................. n n i n n n i n n n n n n m i n i i n n i m i n11
i 11 i i111
40E *00
- . 23E *01 - . I 4 E « 0 I  - . 3 0 E + 0 0  . 8 0 E * 0 0  . 10E+O1
L O N G I T U D I N A L  C O O R D I N A T E ,  X / L
. 30E+01
TIM E  * . 2 0 0 '-O
CW X 1000 * 2 708
WI GL.EY HU LL P R O F I L E S  A T  T  * . 2 0 0
N O T E :  E T A  N O N D IM E N S IO N A L IZ E D  BY U * « 2 / ( 2 0 )
2 X / L  E T A  PHI
«• V. RNI NG 
a a WARNI NO 
«• WARNING 
>• WARNING 
« »  WARNING 
WARNING 
•• WARNING 
a a WARNING 
•» WARNING 
WARNING 
• a WARNING 
a a WARNING 
•« WARNING 




-  . 387
- . 3 3 5
-  . 204
-  . 232-. i a i
- 1 2 0
-  .077
-  . 026 
.026
077 120 . 161 
. 232 
. 264 
. 33 5 
. 367 
. 4 3 6  























H E R  




( IE R  
( IER 
( IER
. OBI -  . 001
. 003 -  . 0 0 2
. 0 6 6 - . 0 0 3
. 0 6 6 -  . 0 0 3
. 05 6 -  . 003
. 0 5 0 - . 0 0 2
. 041 -  . 00 2
. 031 - . 0 0 2
. 02 0 -  . 001
. 0 1 0 - . 0 0 1
- . 0 0 1 -  . 00 0
- . 0 1 2 - . 0 0 0
- . 0 2 2 . 000
-  . 033 . 001
-  . 043 . 001
- . 0 5 4 . 002
-  . 064 . 0 0 2
- . 0 7 4 . 0 0 2
-  . 062 . 00 3
- . 0 6 4 . 0 0 3
a 3 6 ) FROM IMSL R O U T IN E DBCQDU
» 37» FROM 1MSL R O U T IN E OBCQDU
a 3 6 ) FROM IMSL R O U T IN E OBCQOU
« 3 6 ) FROM IMSL R O U T IN E DBCQDU
a 3 7 ) FROM IMSL R O U T IN E DBCQDU
a 3 6 ) FROM IMSL R O U T IN E DBCQDU
a 3 6 ) FROM IMSL R O U T IN E DBCQDU
a 3 7 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DBCQDU
a 3 8 ) FROM IMSL R O U T IN E DBCQDU
a 3 6 ) FROM IMSL R O U T IN E DBCQDU
= 3 7 ) FROM IMSL R O U T IN E DBCQDU
a 3 8 ) FROM IMSL R O U T IN E DBCQDU
a 3 6 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DBCQDU
a 3 7 ) FROM IMSL R O U T IN E DBCQDU
-  3 8 ) FROM IMSL R O U T IN E DBCQDU
hoO
21
Since the parameter DT=0.02 and each program run computes 150 time steps, the first out­
put file w ill list data in this manner until t=3. The remaining output is as follows:
WAVE P R O F I L E  ALONG THE SYMMETRY L I N E
4 0 E * 0 0
3 2 E » 0 0
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I 1 I
................111 i i  i n  i n  i t  u  t u  u  i u  n  ..............................................................................ii 11i
t i i n
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i 1
i
-  24E »0 0
1
4 0 E •OO
- . 2 5 E ♦OI ’ . 1 4 E » 0 t  - . 3 0 E + 0 0  . 8 0 E + 0 0  . 19E+01
L O N G I T U D I N A L  C O O R D I N A T E ,  X / L
, 30E+01
TIM E  ■ 3 . 0 0 0
CW X 1000. * . 7 9 4
N)N>
WIOLEY HULL PROFILES AT T » 3.000
NOTE: ETA NONDIMENSIONAL I ZED BY U«*2/<20>
2X /L E T A PHI
-  . 49 0 . 149 - . 0 0 7
• . 4 3 8 .231 - . 0 1 2
-  38 7 . 173 -  . 018
-  . 33 3 -  . 037 - . 0 2 0
-  . 284 -  . 238 -  . 016
-  . 232 -  . 300 - . 0 1 0
-  . 181 - . 2 1 3 -  . 003
> 1 2 9 -  . 069 . 000
- . 0 7 7 . 0 2 2 .001
-  026 . 0 2 2 - . 0 0 0
02 6 -  . 0 2 9 - . 0 0 0
077 - . 0 6 6 001
. 129 -  . 070 . 002
. 181 - . 0 6 7 . 004
. 232 - . 0 9 0 . 006
. 284 -  . 129 . 0 0 9
. 33 3 - . 1 3 9 . 0 1 2
. 38 7 - . 0 8 4 . 0 1 3
. 4 3 8 . 0 2 3 . 0 1 6
. 4 9 0 . 133 . 014
- 6 . 6 2 4 S 8 9 E - 0 3  
-7 363284E-03 8 02657aE-03 
-a 101238E-03 
-7 877482E-03 
- 7 4 4 7 149E- 03 6 9I3736E-03
-I- I- I .- I .- I 
- 9 . -6
I 94 64 I E - 02 
I 9 6 4 3 Û E - 02 
I 7 1 9 8 4 E - 02 
I 2 4 2 9 4 E - 02 
0 3 788 4E  02 
7 8 9 7 6 1 E - 03 
9 S 7 560 E  03
- I 761980E 02
- I 6498 I 5 E - 0 2
- I 33I416E 02




- I  063891 £ - 02
- I 9 9 8 Û 9 1 E 0 2
- 1 . 7 9 6 7 8 4 E - 0 2  
- I  6 S 0 4 6 2 E - 0 2
- I 9 0 8 4 9 9 E - 0 2
- I 3 7 0 9 9 6 E - 0 2
- I . 2 3 8 7 0 7 E - 0 2  
- I l  I 4 9 2 8 E - 02
- » 6 2 3 8 4 5 E - 0 2  
- I  9 2 2 6 9 I E - 0 2
-  I 4 I 9 6 9 6 E  02 
- I  3 I 4 1 9 9 E - 0 2  
- \ 2 0 7 0 0 9 E - 0 2
- I I 0 0 4 2 4 E - 0 2  
- 9  9 8 3 6 2 Û E 0 3
- 9  6 2 2 4 9 2 E - 0 3  
9 9 8 5 9 2 7 E - 0 3  
- 9  4 2 2 6 9 1 E - 0 3  
- 9  0 8 0 8 4 7 E - 03 
- 6  60 9 9 9 2 E  03 
- 8  0 4 4 7 2 1 E -03  
- 7  49  I 8 4 3 £ - 03
- 3 1 38380E 03 
- 3  9 9 3 6 5 4 E - 0 3  
- 4  49 06 0 7 E  03 
- 4  6 9 4 9 9 2 E - 0 3  
- 4  74 34 M E -  03 
- 4  692 19 3 E -0 3  
- 4  4 / 6 9 2 2 E - 0 3
2 64 I 4 6 3 C - 04 
- 9  4 8 7 8 7 6 E - 0 4
- I I 4 I 4 9 9 E - 0 3
- I 94 849 2E  03 
- I  8 0 3 8 2 7 E - 0 3  
- I  9 4 2 9 9 6 E - 0 3  
- 2  0 Û 4 0 7 0 E - 03
6 3 9 6 8 ID E 04
r-o
3 6 1 9 2 7 I E - 0 4  
I O 6 0 2 1 6 E -O 4  
-1 0 4 3 6 6 9 E - 0 4  
- 2  7 3 6 7 B 9 E 0 4  
- 4  02 27 7 2 E  04 
- 5  0 « I 8 7 3 E - 0 4
I 3 I 3 3 3 2 E - 0 4  
7 0 3 9 7 6 4 E - 0 3
1 8 3 1 S 7 7 E 0 4
2 2 6 4 2 1 7 E - 0 4  
2 2 6 7 4 9 4 E - 0 4  
2 0 0 9 3 0 S E - 0 4  
I S 8 3 2 2 8 E - 0 4
2 7 4 8 2 1 1 E 0 4
3 6 8 0 3 9 6 E - 05
2 4 7 8 9 Ö 6 E - 0 4
3 736 I B 7 E - 04
4 41 I 2 3 3 E - 0 4  
4 6 0 7 3 1 9E - 04 
4 4 9 0 0 2 3 6 - 0 4
7 6 3 2 8 4 4 E - 0 4
8 3 4 0 2 0 7 E - 0 4
9 2 0 6 7 8 6 E - 0 4  
9 S 2 3 5 0 9 E 0 4  
9 4 7 1 7 6 8 E - 0 4  
9 1 0 5 6 9 ( 6 - 0 4  
8 5 4 2 2 2 9 E - 0 4
2 3 6 5 9 2 3 E 0 3  
2 2 7 6 3 I 7 E - 0 3  
2 I 9 3 3 5 3 E - 03 
2 0974 I0 E  03 
I 97 297 9E  03 
I 8 2 3 0 3 1 E •03 
I 667 7 I 8 E - 03
4 0 I 3 2 0 7 E - 0 3  
3 9 9 3 6 7 7 E 0 3  
3 9 0 6 2 9 I E  03 
3 7 4 8 6 9 7 E - 0 3  
3 . S 2 7 6 9 3 E - 0 3  
3 2 6 0 7 C 4 E - 0 3  
2 9 7 6 2 I 9 E  03
5 9 6 5 6 I OE - 0 3
6 t 12 4 S 6 E - 03 
6 0 7 1 6 0 8 E - 0 3  
B 8 7 3 7 4 4 E 0 3  
5 55 27 3 2 E  03 
5 14 8 2 9 3 E - 0 3  
4 7 O 0 5 O 4 E - 03
a 770675E 03
6 8 7 8 1 1 Ö t - 0 3  
B 7 3 5 9 7 6 E -03  
e  3 9 I 0 2 3 E - 0 3
7 8 9 1 ) 9 9 E -0 3  
7 289672E 03 
6 648355E  03
» 2 2 7 0 9 9 E - 0 2  
1 2 0 2 0 S 9 E - 0 2  
1 1 5 6 3 6 5 E - 0 2  
I 0 9 3 0 5  ì E - 02 
I 0 1 6 0 7 0 E - 0 2  
9 3O5068E 03 
6 4 2 8 3 9 7 E 0 3
1 5230896 02 
I 45 449 0E  02 
I 3 7 3 0 6 7 E - 02 
I 2 7 9 5 8 5 E - 0 2  
1 t 76242E n2 
I 06723 5E  02 
9 58 8 5 2  7 E - 03
I 6 I 5 2 6 5 E - 02 
I 5287 M E  02 
I 43 227 5E  02 
I 3 2 5 2 4 5 E - 02 
I 2 0 9 3 8 1 E 02 
I 08 8 8*16 t  02 
9 7 0 2 6 6 6 E - 0 3
I 4 3 I 5 4 3 E - 0 2  
I 35 930 1E 02
t'O
OS
I . 272684E-02 
I . I 7337 I E •02 
I 0 6 4 4 3 6 E 0 2  
ft 00706I E - 03 
0 3ft )967E-03
28


















/EORSPARM FR=0.266, NRUN=2, IMAX=97, JMAX=33, KMAX=19, ILFT=31, IRGT=50, KEEL=14, DT=0.02, BEAM=0.10, DRAFT=0.0625,
YL=0.0, YUa2.00, TMAX=0.4$
This second procedure file is very similar to the first procedure file. Lines 10 and 11 of 
the second procedure file read the TS2FL12 and T23266 restart files from the first program run 
into the WRT3 and RDWRT9 program files respectively. After program execution, the WRT1, 
WRT2, WRT3 and RDWRT9 files are renamed TS2FL13, TS2FL14, TS2FL15 and T26266 
respectively. Again, these renamed files are saved.
The output from the second program run w ill contain data from T=3 to T=6. The format 
of this output is the same as that previously shown for the first program run. The same can be 
said for the output formats of the third, fourth etc. program runs.
















SPARM FR=0.266, NRUN=2, IMAX=97,. JMAX=33, KMAX=19, ILFT=31; IRGT=50, KEEL=14, DT=0.02, BEAM=0.10, DRAFT=0.0625,YL=0.0, YU=2.00, TMAX=0.4$
The third procedure file is very similar to the second procedure file. This time, lines 10 
and 11 w ill read the TS2FL15 and T26266 restart files into the WRT3 and RDWRT9 program 
files respectively. And the WRT1, WRT2, WRT3 and RDWRT9 files w ill be renamed 
TS2FL16, TS2FL17, TS2FL18 and T29266 respectively.
To run the WIGTS program for the fourth, fifth, etc. times, the procedure files can be 
changed accordingly as in the second and third procedure files to continue in future time steps.
30
B. WGEXSHP
The procedure to run the WGEXSHP program is very similar to the WIGTS program pro­
cedure. This procedure w ill be illustrated w ith  three example runs using the same parameter 
values as in the previous example. The NPTS parameter is required for this program and w ill 
be set equal to 240. Before the WGEXSHP program can be executed, the factored capacitance 
matrix must be generated from the CMLSHP or CMNLSHP program runs. The procedure file 


















Lines 1 through 10 of this procedure file w ill sign on the computer, and obtain the 
CMNLSHP program and necessary subroutines. Lines 11 and 12 define the CMNLMAT and 
CMNLFAC files. Lines 13 through 19 compile and execute the program. And the remaining 
lines copy the "File 1" and "File 2" program files into the CMNLMAT and CMNLFAC files 
respectively. The CMNLMAT and CMNLFAC files are saved.
31






GRAB,FISHPAK.GET,CMLSHP.DEFI NE,CMLMAT/M = W.DEFINE,CMLFAC/M=W.
R.
MODIFY,P=0,Z,LO=E,F./#CREATE,CMLSHP RETURN,CMLSHP.





This procedure file is very similar to the CMNLSHP procedure file. The only differences
are the program and file names used.
The procedure file used to execute the first WGEXSHP program run using the CMNLFAC














/EORSPARM FR=0.266, NRUN=1, IMAX=97, JMAX=33, KMAX=19, ILFT=31, IRGT=50, 
KEEL=14, DT=0.02, BEAM=0.10, DRAFT=0.0625,
YL=0.0, YU=2.00, TMAX=0.4, NPTS=240$
This procedure file is similar to the procedure file used for the first WIGTS program run 
in respect to the manner in which files are created, renamed and saved. The WRT1, WRT2, 
WRT3 and RDWRT9 files are renamed SXFL10, SXFL11, SXFL12 and SE3266 respectively. 
Note line 10 which reads the CMNLFAC file into the T ile  10" program file.
The output from the first WGEXSHP program run is as follows:
SPARM
FR a .2S6E+00





1 ROT > 90,
KEEL - »4,






TMAX a . 4E + 00,
BEND
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARMING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R  
aaa WARNING ERROR ( I E R
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSODU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQDU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSODU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQDU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSODU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSODU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSODU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSODU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSODU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQDU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSODU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQDU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TINE DCSODU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSODU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSODU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSODU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSODU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSODU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQDU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQDU
3 1 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSODU
3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQDU
3 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQDU
3 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U T1NE OCSQDU
























- . 23E+01 - . 1 4 E +0I - . 30 E + 0 0  . 8 0 E * 0 0  . I9 E+0 1 . 3 0 E + 0 I
L O N G I T U D I N A L  C O O R D I N A T E ,  X /  LTIME ■  .100
i n ni ii
-i t i n n ì  u i i i i i i n i i i t i i i  t i n ............i i .............. 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-111 i
u n i
CW X 1000. ■ 1.270
W I O L E Y  H U L L  P R O F I L E S  A T  T  • .100
N O T E :  E T A  N O N D I  M E N S I O N A L I  Z E D  B Y  U « » 2/ ( 2G )





















W A R N I N G E R R O R (  I E R ■ 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E O C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R < I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q O U
W A R N I N G E R R O R (  I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E O C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E O C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R ■ 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T 1N E O C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R m 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E O C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R (  I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q O U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E O C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q O U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E O C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E O C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 34) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q O U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E O C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E O C S Q D U
W A R N I N G E R R O R ( I E R a 33) F R O M I M S L R O U T I N E D C S Q D U



















WAVE PROFILE ALONO THE SYMMETRY LINE
. 4 0 E + 0 0
. 32 E+00
. 24 E +00
. 16E+00
. 8 0 E -0 1
0.
- . 8 0 E - 0 1
I6 E  + 00
- . 24 E +00
3 2 E +00
. 4 0 E + 0 0  ♦«
- . 20 E+01
TI M E  ■ . 2 0 0
CW X lOOO. * 2 . 9 9 2
* .1 4E+0I - . 30E+00 . 8OE+00
L U N G I  T U O I  N A L  C O O R D I N A T E .
. I9 E+01 . 30E+01
X / L
LOON
WIOLEY HULL PROFILES AT T ■ .200
NOTE: ETA NONDIflENSIONALI ZED BY U»«2/(2Q>
2 X / L E TA PHI
- . 4 9 0 . 0 6 6 - . 0 0 2
-  . 4 3 6 . 102 - . 0 0 3
- . 3 8 7 . 0 8 6 - . 0 0 4
- . 3 3 9 . 0 7 4 - . 0 0 3
- . 2 8 4 . 0 6 2 - . 0 0 3
- . 2 3 2 . 043 - . 0 0 3
- . 1 8 1 . 0 2 9 - . 0 0 2
- .  129 . 0 1 8 - . 0 0 1
- . 0 7 7 .01 1 - . 0 0 1
- . 0 2 6 . 003 - . 0 0 0
. 0 2 6 -  . 0 0 6 . 0 0 0
. 0 7 7 - . 0 1 8 .001
. 129 - . 0 2 3 .001
. 181 - . 0 3 1 .001
. 2 3 2 - . 0 4 3 . 0 0 2
. 2 6 4 - . 0 8 8 . 0 0 3
. 338 - . 0 6 8 .0 0 3
. 367 - . 0 7 2 . 004
. 4 3 8 -  . 0 7 4 .0 0 4
. 4 9 0 - . 0 6 3 .0 0 4
* a WARNING ERROR ( IE R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSODU
aa WARNING ERROR ( I E R ■ 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQDU
i i WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TINE OCSODU
aa WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQOU
aa WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQDU
aa WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQOU
aa WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSQDJJ
aa WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQOU
aa WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQDU
a a WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TINE DCSQOU
aa WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TINE OCSQOU
aa WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TINE OCSQOU
a a WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQOU
aa WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQOU
a a WARNING ERROR ( IER a 3 3 ) FROM 1MSL R O U TINE DCSQOU
aa WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TINE OCSQOU
a a WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSQOU
a a WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSQDU
a a WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSQOU
a a WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQOU
aa WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 4 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQOU
a a WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQOU
aa WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSQDU
a a WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQDU
a a WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U T 1NE DCSQOU
a a WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQOU
a a WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E OCSQDU
a a WARNING ERROR ( I E R a 3 3 ) FROM IMSL R O U TIN E DCSQOU
LO
38
Again, the output file w ill continue listing data in this manner until t=3. The continued






























............n m i i n n i i u i m m i i n ...................................................i
i i t
t u  i
i i ii i■................. ii — i ...........tu  i
i i
i





2SE+0I -.14E+01 -.30E+00 .80E+00 .19E+01
L O N G I T U D I N A L  C O O R D I N A T E .  X / L
TIME ■ 3.000
.30E+01 U>
CW X lOOO. * 496
W IGUEY HULL P R O F I L E S  A T  T  »  3 . 0 0 0
N O TE :  E T A  NONOIMENS IO N A L I ZED BY U s » 2 / ( 2 0 )
2X/L ETA PHI
.400 . 120 - .0 0 5
.430 .243 - .0 0 0
.307 .220 - .0 1 3
-.338 .040 - .0 1 6
.204 - .1 8 0 - .0 1 4
-.232 - .2 0 7 - .0 0 9
-.101 - .0 9 9 - .0 0 4
-.120 - .0 3 0 - .0 0 3
-.077 - .  100 -.0 0 1
-.026 - .  140 .002
.026 - .0 2 8 .004
.077 . 102 .003
. 129 .023 .002
.101 - . 160 . 004
.232 - .2 4 2 .010
.204 - .0 9 0 .018
.338 . 101 .018









































- 8 . 0 9 8 3 2 1 E - 0 3  * 4 . 9 4 4 4 9 7 0 0 3  - 3 . 2 7 4 3 2 G E - 0 3  - 2 . 3 6 2 9 1 4 E - 0 3  I ■ 32 
- 8 . 7 4 3 7 8 4 E - 0 3  - 6 . 1 59 638E -03 - 3 . 3 6 2 7 4 G E - 0 3  - 2 . 3 7 9 5 2 0 E - 0 3  I -  32 
- 8 . 7 1 4 1 3 9 E - 0 3  - 6 . 1 8 1 8 9 2 E - 0 3  - 3 . 3 B 3 5 9 3 E - 0 3  - 2 . 3 7 4 7 7 1 E - 0 3  I ■ 32 
- 8 . 8 S 4 8 3 8 E - 0 3  - B . 1 0 1 B 8 3 E - 0 3  - 3 . 3 4 0 5 3 4 E - 0 3  - 1 . 3 2 3 G 9 5 E -Q 3  I > 32 
- 8 . 2 7 4 1 9 9 E - 0 3  - 8 . 0 1 4 9 8 2 E - 0 3  - 3 . 3 1 4 6 5 9 E - 0 3  6 . 9 7 2 2 2 6 E - 0 3  I ■ 32 
- 7 . 8 7 9 3 7 6 E - 0 3  - 4 . 8 9 7 9 0 9 E - 0 3  - 3 . 2 7 7 2 4 0 E - 0 3  1 . 2 3 9 9 8 6 E - 0 2  I > 32 
- 7 . 3 7 8 0 4 6 E - 0 3  - 4 . 7 8 7 6 6 2 E - 0 3  - 3 . 2 2 9 6 7 0 E - 0 3  1 . 5 7 0 3 9 7 E - 0 2  I ■ 32 
- 6 . 7 6 8 0 2 0 E - 0 3  - 4  6 0 1 4 0 3 E - 0 3  - 3 . 1 7 3 3 9 1 E - 0 3  1 . 7 4 6 0 2 8 E - 0 2  I «  32
- 1 . 3 0 8 0 4 6 E - 0 2  - 7 . 2 3 9 5 0 5 E - 0 3  - 4 . 3 1 8 5 2 2 E - 0 3  - 2 . P 8 8 5 7 6 E - 0 3  I »  33 
- I  1 6 0 4 4 6 E - 0 2  - 7 . 0 7 3 5 4 1E 03  - 4 . 2 8 4 7 9 5 E - 0 3  - 2 . 8 8 8 3 0 2 E - 0 3  I • 33 
-1  . 1 1 2 7 2 8 E - 0 2  - 6 . 9 1 4 0 3  J E - 0 3  - 4 . 2 3 9 2 8 4 E - 0 3  - 2 .  83¡434 2E -03  I ■ 33 
- 1 . 0 6 4 7 B 3 E - 0 2  - 6 . 7 1 3 5 3 0 E - 0 3  - 4 . 1 7 8 0 1 8 E - 0 3  4 . 5 7 3 9 4 7 E - 0 2  I »  33 
- 1 . 0 I 3 4 0 6 E - 0 2  - 6 . 4 8 2 1 9 9 E - 0 3  - 4 . 1 0 3 0 8 8 E - 0 3  3 . 0 1 7 4 8 2 E - 0 2  1 ■ 33 
- 9 . 8 U 6 2 9 8 E - 0 3  - 6 . 2 2 9 19 1 E - 0 3  - 4 . 0 1 6 6 1 0 E - 0 3  1 . 8 9 8 5 8 9 E - 0 2  I -  33 
- 8 . 8 8 9 0 4 9 E - 03  - 8 . 9 6 3 1 1 B E - 0 3  - 3 . 9 2 0 6 6 2 E - 0 3  1 . 1 0 3 0 7 0 E - 0 2  I ■ 33 
- 8 . I I 4 8 4 7 E - 0 3  - 8 . 6 9 2 2 9 7 E - 0 3  - 3 . 0 1 7 2 I B E - 0 3  5 . 4 5 8 0 9 8 E - 0 3  I > 33
-1.880I69E-02 -9.434564E-03 -S.366876E 03 -3.389907E-03 I * 34 
-1.26I4S7E-02 -8.616842E-03 -B.111013E-03 -3.270514E-03 I * 34 
-1 . 199923E-02 -8 281790E03 -4.9904nc<E-03 -3.2181 62E-03 I * 34 
-1.126491E-02 -7.866662E-03 -4.887904E-03 -4.841330E-02 I « 34 
-I.056004E-02 -7.473207E-03 -4.718914E-03 -3.4S7963E-02 I ■ 34 
-9.846008E-03 -7.O0O366E-O3 -4.86701OE-03 -2.418669E-02 I ■ 34 
- 9 1 03787E-03 -6.698464E-03 -4.413293E03 -1.639388E-02 I ■ 34 
-0.381448E-03 -6.324800E-03 -4.256720E-03 -1.086187E-02 I ■ 34
-1.373869E-02 -1.037563E 02 -6.0 13336E-03 -3.698793E-03 I ■ 38 
-1. IS8826E-02 -8.962062E-03 - S .485603E-03 -3.460747E-03 I » 35 
-I . 08947IE-02 -0.457795E-03 -B. 2862Í10E-03 -3.3681 55E-03 1 ■ 35 
-1.02I56CE-02 -7.964608E-03 -5.084679E03 4.396I66E-02 I ■ 38 
-9.822401E -03 -7.487021E -03 -4.802V6IE-03 3.47S244E-02 I ■ 38 
-8.808884E-03 -7.032202E-03 -4.602090E-03 2.746903E-02 1 * 38 
-8.103704E-03 -8.601624E-03 -4.404017E-03 2.170747E-02 I ■ 35 
-7.822929E-03 -8.198459E-03 -4.289592E-03 1.714785E-02 I a 35
-e .8 9 4 3 6 8 E -0 3  -9 .0 2 3 8 1 3E-03 - 5 .7 6 » 303E-03 - 3 .3 9 1092E-03 | ■ 36 
-8 .8 4 6 1 OOE-03 - 7 . 639333E-09 -5 .0 6 2 1 96E-03 - 3 . 249878E-03 I a 36 
•8 .39091 IE -0 3  - 7 . I69767E-03 - 4 . 823638E-03 - 3 . 129773E-03 I ■ 36 
• 8 . 194996E-03 - 6 . 789979E-03 - 4 . B98143E-03 -4 .6 5 2 2 6 1 E-02 I a 36 
- 7 . 708239E-03 - 6 . 349697E-03 - 4 . 379449E-03 - 3 . 820303E-02 ! a 36 
-7 .2 3 3 7 1 7E-03 - 8 . 9610O4EO3 - 4 .169373E-03 - 3 .153263E-02 | a 36 
- 7 . I04184E -03  -8 .3 9 8 1 28E-03 - 3 . 967753E-03 -2 .6 1 6 7 1 1 E-02 I a 36 
-6 .49 208 7E -03  - 8 . 253968E-Q3 - 3 . 774394E-03 - 2 .1 83252E-02 I a 36
-4.421982E-03 -8.407843E-03 -4.288042E-03 -2.868821E-03 I ■ 37 
-8.886000E-03 -4.840736E-03 -3.681020E-03 -2.808832E-03 I • 37 
-8.B12796E-03 -4.617932E-03 -3.489759E-03 -2.39IB33E-03 I ■ 37 
-8.214S03E- 03 -4.383632E-03 -3.31 155/1E-03 4.331908E-02 I ■ 37 
-4.7I0095E-03 -4.144748E-03 -3.144814E-03 3.480637E-02 ! ■ 37 
-4.034877E-03 -3.911370E-03 -2.987301E-03 2.793046E-02 I ■ 37 
-3.840497E-03 -3.693086E-03 -2.83893t>E-03 2.23C468E-02 I ■ 37 
-3.461919E-03 -3.492070E-03 -2.696577E-03 1.70824SE-02 I ■ 37
2.692458E -03  - 1 . 022868E-03 - 1 . 7S42B6E-03 - 1 . 488878E-03 I a 38 
2 . 627096E-03 - 1 .672668E-03 - 1 . 879945E-03 - 1 . 258207E-03 ! a 38 
2 . 6822S3E-03 -1 .7 6 1 332E-03 -1 .8 2 7 9 1 9E-03 - 1. 1 86606E-03 I a 38 
2 .8 9 2 1 92E-03 -1 .7 9 2 8 10E-03 - 1 . 47926SE-03 - 3 . 777823E-02 1 a 38 
2 .3 4 7 1 1 8E-03 - 1 . 784008E-03 - 1 . 432380E-03 - q . 039618E-02 I a 38 
1 .778981E-03 - 1 . 760669E-03 - 1 . 386278E-03 - 2 . 440673E-02 I a 38 
I .384371E-03 - 1 .709233E-03 - 1 . 340615E-03 - I .9 84 193E-02 I a 38 
1 .822616E-03 - I . 666464E-03 - I .2981 I8E -03  - I . B56991E-02 I a 38
- 1 . 0 3 8 3 7 8 E - 0 3  2 . 0 I 2 0 7 6 E - 0 3  1 . 0 8 2 1 2 4 E - 0 3  3 . 3 8 8 1 1 2 E - 0 4  I a 39 
- 3 . 8 0 4 9 3 I E - 0 4  6 . 4 S 2 4 0 8 E - 0 4  6 . 4 4 2 3 9 3 E - 0 4  2 . 9 3 8 9 9 2 E - 0 4  I a 39 
- 7 . 1 1 7 8 8 7 E - 0 4  3 . 3 4 3 6 7 9 E - 0 4  B . 1 6 7 1 3 0 E - 0 4  2 . 7 3 3 4 1 9 E - 0 4  I a 39 
- 1 .1 7 1 1 1 3 E - 0 3  9 . 8 I 0 0 7 7 E - 0 8  4 . 0 8 7 8 1 6 E - 0 4  3 . 2 9 1 0 3 I E - 0 2  I a 39 
- 1 . 7 1 3 0 3 9 E - 0 3  - 8 . 6 8 1 2 2 1  E - O S  3 . 1 0 S 8 9 1 E - 0 4  2 . 7 I 6 8 8 8 E - 0 2  I a 39 
- 2 . 8 7 5 8 3 3 E - 0 3  - 2 . 1 9 1 8 2 7 E - 0 4  2 . 3 0 0 7 5 9 E - 0 4  2 . 2 5 3 6 7 4 E - 0 2  I ■ 39 
- 3 . 0 3 6 9 4 8 E - 0 3  - 3 . 0 3 4 5 9 2 E - 0 4  1 . 6 3 0 6 I 2 E - 0 4  1 . 6 7 8 8 2 8 E - 0 2  I a 39 
- 2 . 4 I 2 9 2 5 E - 0 3  - 3 . 4 8 5 Ö 4 9 E 0 4  1 . 0 8 1 6 6 C E - 0 4  1 . 8 7 3 4 2 9 E - 0 2  I a 39
2.089843E-03 2.668230E-03 3.I701IGE-03 2.127707E-03 I a 4 0  
1.466936E-03 1.059202E-03 2.322542E-03 1.760SB1E-03 I a 40 
1.182486E-03 I.643766E-03 2.083408E-03 1.643920E-03 I a 4 0  
9 258701E -04 1.465455E-03 1.876I94E-03 -2.632SC0E-02 I a 4 0  
7.BS3714E-04 1.3I9898E-03 1.696619E-03 -2.Î39689E-02 I a 4 0  
8.368377E-04 I.201480E-03 I.B40932E-03 -1.742S70E-02 I ■ 40 
9.188901E -04 I.101I47E-03 1.405832E-03 -1.421671E-02 I a 4 0  
7.833843E-04 1.013349E-03 1.288464E-03 -1.161S90E-02 | a 4 0
-P>N>
3,316186E-03 I a 4 14.27I682E-03 1.881912E-03 3.7886 ICE-03
2 . 3 3 3 0 5 8 E - 0 3 2 . 0 6 2 1 9  I E - 0 3 2 . 9 9 1 4 4 4 E - 0 3 2 . 7 4 0 2 5 1 E - 0 3 1 e 41
2 . 1 3 9 8 I 7 E - 0 3 2 . 0 4 6 6 6 0 E - 0 3 2 . 7 6 9 2 4 3 E - 03 2 . 5 6 7 0 1 8 E - 0 3 1 B 41
2 . 0 3 1 0 6 8 E - 0 3 2 .0 1 0 0 5 1  E - 03 2 . 5 7 6 6 6 9 E - 0 3 1 . 9 7 0 3 4 3 E - 0 2 1 a 41
1 . 9 0 5 1 1 0E - 0 3 1 . 9 6 I 3 2 7 E - 0 3 2 . 4 0 8 6 3 5 E - 0 3 1 . 6 4 7 0 2 5 E - 0 2 1 \ 41
I . 6 3 9 9 7 2 E - 0 3 1 . 9 0 6 1 1 0 E - 03 2 . 2 6 I 0 8 9 E - 0 3 1 . 2 0 5 6 0 3 E - 0 2 1 a 41
1 . 4 5 1 5 6 6 E - 0 3 1 . 8 5 0 7 2 1 E - 0 3 2.  13 078 1E - 03 9 . 3 O 7 2 6 2 E -0 3 1 * 41
1 5 3 8 8 4 3 E - 0 3 1 . 7 9 7 5 4  I E - 0 3 2 .0 1  50 -16E -0 3 7 . 1 O 0 5 2 5 E -0 3 1 ■ 41
3 . 274024E-03 1 .517351E-03 3 .057550E -03 3 . 54562ÖE-03 1 ■ 42
3 .0 1 8356E-03 2 . 306227E-03 2 .7 9 1 089E-03 3 . 020754E-03 1 ■ 42
3 .1 9 7 4 6 IE *03 2 .453707E-03 2 .7 1 1 534E-03 2 . 668095E-03 1 ■ 42
3 .434093E-03 2 .5 4 6 1 26E-03 2 . 638360E-03 - 1 . 577645E-02 1 ■ 42
3 . 733478E-03 2 .6 0 2 1 58E-03 2 . 569573E- 03 -1 .2 0 1 701E-02 1 ■ 42
4 . 3S5100E-03 2 . 623790E-03 2 . 503797E-03 -1 .0 4 5 0 1 3E-02 I S 42
4 . 676940E-03 2 . 612538E-03 2 .4 4 0 1 00E-03 - 6 . 650099E-03 1 a 42
4 . 1 1S662E-03 2 . 574622E-03 2 . 377972E-03 -7 .0 1 6430E-03 1 a 42
1 .696269E-03 2 . 620306E-03 1 .938358E-03 2 .9 2 1 776E-03 I « 43
3 . 716254E-03 3 . 0624 I9E -03 2. 335831E-03 2 . 726320E-03 1 a 43
3 .958471E -03 3 . 137177E-03 2 .427059E-03 2 .6 7 0 1 27E-03 1 a 43
3 . 975134E 03 3 . I66987E-03 2 .493922E -03 1 .205144E-02 1 a 43
3 . 754250E-03 3 . 16I79SE-03 2 .5 4 0 1 OOE-03 1 .0O0223E-02 I a 43
3 . 227478E-03 3 .1 34688E-03 2 . 5 6 8 9 2 6 t-03 8 . 372544E-03 1 a 43
2 .6 5 7 6 1 9E-03 3 . 100057E-03 2 .5 8 3 3 4 2E-03 7.0G5329E-03 1 a 43
2 .978381E -03 3 . 063662E-03 2 .585825E -03 6 . 005982E-03 1 a 43
3.907240E-03 4.810879E- 03 1.658150E-03 2.049772E-03 1 a 44
5.664 276E- 03 4.706102E-03 2.437677E-03 2.309943E-03 1 a 44
5.808042E-03 4.641029E-03 2.622875E-03 2.378920E-03 I > 44
5.727415E- 03 4.S54460E-03 2.764254E-03 -7.530248E-03 1 a 44
5.436071E -03 4.450607E-03 2.869095E-03 -5.647615E-03 1 a 44
4.96S888E-03 4.338230E-03 2.943613E-03 -4.140081E-03 1 a 44
4.879540E-03 4.226676E- 03 2.993080E-03 -2.940021E-03 1 a 44
4.4893866-03 4.1I9620E-03 3.021805E-O3 -1.992932E-03 1 a 44
9 . 7 5 1 5 1  I E - 0 3 7 . 1 7 0 4 0 5 E - 0 3 2 . 9 1 3 4 0 2 E - 0 3 1 . 7 5 2 0 5  I E - 0 3 1 a 45
6 . 8 5 0 9 0 0 E - 0 3 6 . 7 7 7 4 2 9 E - 0 3 3 . 5 1 0 9 4  I E - 0 3 2 . 3 1 8 7 1 5 E - 0 3 1 a 45
8 . 5 8 5 6 6 9 E - 0 3 6 . 5 8 9 5 2 3 E - 0 3 3 . 6 4 1 6 3  I E - 0 3 2 . 4 6 4 7 7 9 E - 0 3 1 a 45
8 . 3 1 3 2 6 2 E - 0 3 6 . 3 8 5 8 1 9 E - 0 3 3 . 7 3 3 3 3 0 E - 0 3 5 . 9 C 1 8 2 9 E - 0 3 1 * 45
6 . 0 I 4 6 5 0 E - 0 3 6. 173671E - 0 3 3 . 7 9 2 3 0 0 E - 0 3 4 . 5 4 7 7 2 2 E - 0 3 I a 45
7 . 7 2 2 9 2 4 E - 03 5 . 9 5 9 5 2 9 E - 0 3 3 . 8 2 3 9 5 5 E - 0 3 3 . 4 2 4 3 2 3 E - 0 3 1 * 45
7 . 66 252 4E  03 5 . 7 4 7 8 9 5 E - 0 3 3. 83291 (IE - 0 3 2 . 5 3 5 0 4 5 E - 0 3 1 a 45
7 . 1 I 2 7 9 6 E - 0 3 5 . 5 3 7 9 5 4 E - 03 3 . 8 2 3 1 5 4 E - 0 3 1 . 8 3 4 7 2 3 E - 0 3 I * 45
46G899E-02 9.145912E-03 5. 37632HE-03 2.574458E-03 1 ■ 46
194044E 02 8.617081E-03 5. 312372E-03 3.066314E-03 ! • 46
4>*U>
t . 1 2 6 Ö 5 9 E - 0 2  
t . 0 6 7 6 2 8 E - 0 2  
1 . 0 1 0 9 3 5 E 0 2  



































8 . 3 3 7 7 8 5 E - 0 3  
8 . 0 3 2 6 8 8 E - 0 3  
7 . 7 I 5 6 3 4 E - 0 3  
7 . 3 9 6 5 6 4 E - 0 3  
7 . 0 8 3 0 1 3 E - 0 3  
6 . 7 8 0 5 6 1 E - 0 3
1 . 0 4 9 2 8 4 E - 0 2  
9 . 8 1 3 2 7 4 E - 0 3  
9 . 4 9 1 2 I 8 E - 0 3  
9 . I 4 2 4 2 7 E - 0 3  
6 . 7 7 7 0 2 2 E - 0 3  
8 . 4 0 5 6 0 3 E - 0 3  
6 . 0 3 4 8 1 6 E - 0 3  
7 . 6 7 2 4 1 0 E - 0 3
1 . 0 9 0 1 1 4 E - 0 2  
1 . 0 0 5 2 4 7 E - 0 2  
9 . 7 1 6 6 6 2 E - 0 3  
9 . 3 6 6 2 4  I E - 0 3  
9 . 0 0 3 9 2 6 E - 0 3  
8 . 6 3 2 6 9 9 E - 0 3  
8 . 2 9 9 3 1 9 E - 0 3  
7 . 8 0 9 8 7 8 E - 0 3
1 . 00 39 3 4 E  *02 
9 . 2 2 9 2 1 4 E - 0 3  
8 . 9 2 7 2 8 0 E - 0 3  
8 . 6 1 7 5 3 0 E - 0 3  
8 . 2 9 9 3 4 0 E - 0 3  
7 . 9 7 4 5 0 2 E - 0 3  
7 . 6 4 6 5 4 S E - 0 3  
7 . 3 2 0 1 9 6 E - 0 3
7 . 9 3 2 S 3 0 E - 0 3  
7 . 4 3 9 1  I 6 E - 0 3  
7 . 2 3 2 0 4 2 E - 0 3  
7 . 0 1 1 4 2 6 E - 0 3  
6 . 7 7 9 6 9 3 E - 0 3  
6 . 0 4 0 1 3 7 E - 0 3  
6 . 2 9 6 Ö 6 9 E - 0 3  
6 . 0 8 2 9 I 4 E - 0 3
5 . 2 6 1 3 7 2 E - 0 3  
S . 1 9 C 6 5 9 E -0 3  
5 . 1 2 0 4 7 3 E - 0 3  
5 . 0 3 3 9 9 4 E - O 3  
4 . 9 3 9 2 0 4 E - 0 3  
4 . 8 3 7 7 8 1 E *03
7 . 6 6 1 9 3 2 E - 0 3  
7 . 0 7 8 6 6 7 E - 0 3  
6 . 8 2 6 9 0 5 E - 0 3  
6 . 6 9 3 4 2 9 E - 0 3  
6 . 3 6 9 1 7 6 E - 0 3  
6 . 1 S 4 0 8 3 E - 0 3  
9 . 946Q0r>E-03 
5 . 7 4 6 4 9 0 E - 0 3
9 . 0 6 8 8 3 5 E - 0 3  
7 . 9 4 4 3 3 7 E - 0 3  
7 . 5 9 4 7 9 S E - 0 3  
7 . 2 7 1 2 3 1 E - 0 3  
6 . 9 6 9 2 1 8 E - 0 3  
6 . 6 8 5 4 8 9 E - 0 3  
6 . 4 1 7 4 4 0 E - 0 3  









6 . 088052E-O3 
5 . 735709E-03 
5 . 892Ô64E-03 
5 .444753E-03 
5.2931 10E-03 
5 .1 39784E-03 
4 . 906020E-03 
4 .8 3 3 0 1OE-03
3 . 1 8 1 3 8 I E - 0 3  
- G . 4 1 3 1 6 9 E - 0 3  
- 5 . 5 4 6 1 5 6 E - 0 3  
- 4 . 0 7 6 1 2 0 E - 0 3  
- 4 . 3 4 4 5 6 5 E - 0 3  









6 . 2 8 9 1 2 0 E - 0 3  
5 . 6 8 6 2 4 4 E - 0 3  
5 . 4 9 0 9 5 2 E - 0 3  
- 2 . 9 2 3 6 3 3 E - 0 3  
- 1 . 7 8 5 I 7 3 E - 0 3  
- 8 . 9 3 5 7 6 4 E - 0 4  
- 2 . 0 6 9 0 6 6 E - 0 4  
3 . 0 9 6 1 4 2 E - 0 4
7 . 1 8 7 3 6 3 E - 0 3  
6 . 1 8 6 3 0 7 E - 0 3  
5 . 8 8 5 5 6 1 E - 0 3  
3 . 6 4 3 5 8 8 E - 0 3  
3 . 1 9 3 5 5 0 E - 0 3  
2 . 8 5 0 7 6 7 E - 0 3  
2 . 5 8 0 1 0 3 E - 0 3  









TWO NORM OF R E S ID U A L  ON BOOY »  2 . 3 2 6 9 0 7 E - 1 1
■ 46
■ 46  
• 46  
a 46  
-  46
■ 4 6











a 46  
a 48  




a 4 9  
■ 49  
a 49 
a 49 
a 4 9  










TWO NORM OF R E S ID U A L  A D JA C E N T  TO BODY a 2 . 4 9 9 2 7 1 E - 1 I
-P-
45
The output for the second, third, etc. program runs w ill look like the previous output. 






B I L L , D E P T , P S # # # # .
PRINT/FETCH.




ATTACH ,FILE1 0=C MN LFAC .
GRAB , IMS L.
GRAB,FISHPAK.
R.
M O D IF Y ,P = 0, Z ,L O =E ,F ./ « C R EA T E, W G EX S H P  






REPLACE,SXFL13, S X F L 1 4 , S X F L 1 5.





SPARM FR= 0.266,  NRUN=2, IMAX=97, JMAX=33, KMAX=19, I L F T = 3 1 ,  IRGT=50,  
KEE L=14, DT = 0 . 0 2 ,  BEAM = 0 . 1 0 ,  DRAFT = 0 .0625,
Y L = 0 .0 ,  Y U = 2 .00 ,  TMAX=0. 4 ,  NPTS=240$
Lines 10 and 11 read the SXFL12 and SE3266 restart files into the WRT3 and RDWRT9 
program files respectively. After program execution, the WRT1, WRT2, WRT3 and RDWRT9 
files are renamed SXFL13, SXFL14, SXFL15 and SE6266 respectively. These renamed files are 
saved.


















/EOR$PARM FR=0.266, NRUN=2, IMAX=97, JMAX=33, KMAX=19, ILFT=31, IRGT=50, KEEL=14, DT=0.02, BEAM=0.10, DRAFT=0.0625,
YLs0.0, YU=2.00, TMAX=0.4, NPTS=240$
This time, lines 10 and 11 w ill read the SXFL15 and SE6266 restart files into the WRT3 
and RDWRT9 program files respectively. After program execution, the WRT1, WRT2, WRT3 
and RDWRT9 files are renamed SXFL16, SXFL17, SXFL18 and SE9266 respectively. Again, 
these renamed files are saved.
To run the WGEXSHP program for the fourth, fifth, etc., times, the procedure files can be




The procedure files used to execute the WGEXSHP program can be used to execute the 
WGNLFS program. This is done by replacing the WGEXSHP name w ith  the WGNLFS name in 
the WGEXSHP procedure files. The output for the WGNLFS program run is similar to that of 
the WGEXSHP program run.
48
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COMMON/COMI/I MAX,JMAX,KMAX, ILFT, IRGT,KEEL,DX,DY,DZ,DT,T,XL,XR,
1 YL,YU,FR,BEAM,DRAFT,Z(20),XHC30 : 51 ),CXX,CYY,CZZ,2 CSCALE,NRUN,PI,USHIP,TMAX
FSVALCOMMON
COMMON/FSVAL/PHIN(3201),PHINM1(3201),
1 ETAN(3201 ),ETANM1(3201 ),PHID(97,33, 14 : 20)
HULLPHI
COMMON










































PROGRAM MA I N (OUTPUT, WRT1 ,
1 TAPE6=OUTPUT,
2 TAPE9=RDWRT9)
THIS  PROGRAM SOLVES THE LINEARIZED FREE SURFACE WAVE PROBLEM 
WITH THE THIN SHIP CONDITION FOR A GRADUALLY STARTED 
WIGLEY HULL. THE LAPLACE SOLUTION IS  FOUND BY A DIRECT METHOD 
USING FFT ROUTINES FROM THE FISHPAK LIBRARY. THE FREE 
SURFACE EQUATIONS ARE SOLVED USING CHAN’ S UPWIND CENTERED 
E X P L I C I T  SCHEME.
I N I T I A L I Z E  THE I N I T I A L I Z A B L E S .
NTIME=1 
IQUI T = 0 
NSTEP=I 50
CALL I N I T I A  
I BETA*IMAX + 1
I F  (NRUN.EQ.1)  THEN 
ACC»1 . o 
I BEG IN = 2
ELSE
A C C = 0 . 0 
IBEGIN=1
END IF
****** BEGIN THE TIME MARCHING PROCEDURE ******
DO 100 I S T E P = I B E G I N , NSTEP
***************************************
*  ** *




1 )  SOLVE THE FREE SURFACE EQUATIONS FOR ETA AND
PHI AT TIME LEVEL (N+1)  USING CHAN’ S E X P L I C I T  SCHEME.
2) USING THE VALUES OF PHI OBTAINED IN STEP 1)  AS
DIRICHLET CONDITIONS, SOLVE THE LAPLACE EQUATION.
THIS STEP PRODUCES INTERIOR VALUES OF PHI AT
THE NEW TIME LEVEL,  ( N + 1 ) .








T ACC = ACC *( 1  . + ( F L O A T ( I S T E P - 1 ) * D T - T MAX) / T MAX)
USHIP = AMlNI(TACC,1.O)+1.O-ACC CALL CHAN(WK)CALL SOLVE(WK , WK( I BETA))
T = T + DT












IF ( ISTEP/5-*5.EQ. I STEP ) CALL PLTCHK ( I STEP, WK . WK ( l BETA ) , I QU I T ) 
IF ( I OU I T.EQ. 1 ) GOTO 55IF (ISTEP/50* 50.EQ.ISTEP) CALL OUTP(NTIME)
CONTINUE











P L T C H K
S U B R O U T I N E  P L T C H K  ( I S T E P , X , Y ,  I Q U I T )
C
« C A L L  c o r n  
*  C A L L  F S V A L  
« C A L L  H U L L P H I  
C
R E A L  X ( * ) , Y ( * ) , R A N G E ( 4 )
C H A R A C T E R * 3 6  I T I T L E , I C H A R * 1 , I X L A B L * 2 8 , I Y L A B L * 1 9  
C
D A T A  I C H A R / 1 1 V
D A T A  I X L A B L / ' L O N G I T U D I N A L  C O O R D I N A T E ,  X / L 1 /
D A T A  I Y L A B L / * W A V E  E L E V A T I O N ,  E T A ' /
D A T A  I T I T L E / ' W A V E  P R O F I L E  A L O N G  T H E  S Y M M E T R Y  L I N E * /  
D A T A  N X L A B L , N Y L A B L , N T  I T L E / 2 8 ,  1 9 , 3 6 /
T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  O U T P U T S  R E L E V A N T  I N F O R M A T I O N  
A T  E V E R Y  T I M E  S T E P .
R A N G E ( 1 ) = - 2 . 5  
R A N G E ( 2  ) = 3 . 0  
R A N G E ( 3 ) = ” 0 . 4  
R A N G E ( 4 ) = 0 . 4  
F 1 = 2 . / F R / F R  
E M A X  = 0 . 0  
D O  1 0  1 = 1 , 1  M A X
Y ( I ) = F 1 « E T A N ( I )
X ( I ) = X L + F L O A T ( I - 1 ) * D X  
E M A X = A M A X 1 ( E M A X , A B S ( Y ( I ) ) )
1 0  C O N T I N U E
C A L L  U S P L O i X , Y ,  I M A X ,  I M A X ,  1 , 1 ,  I T I T L E , N T l T L E ,  I X L A B L , N X L A B L ,
1 I Y L A B L , N Y L A B L , R A N G E ,  I C H A R ,  1 , I E R )
C
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 0 )  T
W R I T E ! 6 , 8 0 )  C W ( l S T E P )
C
W R I T E ( 6 , 9 0 )
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 0 )  T  
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 1 0 )
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 2 0 )
D O  1 5  I = I L F T , 1 R G T
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 3 0 )  X ( I ) , Y ( l ) , P H I D ( I , 1 , K M A X + 1 )
1 5  C O N T I N U E  
C
I F  ( E M A X . G T . 1 0 . 0 )  T H E N  
DO 3 0  1 = 1 , 1  M A X
W R I T E ( 6 , 5 0 )  E T A N ( I ) , E T A N ( I + I M A X ) , E T A N ( I + 2 * I M A X ) , 
] E T A N ( I + 3 * I M A X ) , P H  I D ( I , 1 , K M A X + 1  ) ,
2  P H  I D ( I , 2 , K M A X + 1 ) , P H  I D ( I , 3 , K M A X + 1  ) ,
3  P H  I D ( I , 4 , K M A X + 1 ) ,  I
3 0  C O N T I N U E
W R I T E ( 6 , 4 5 )
I Q U I T = 1






9 0  
1 00  1 1 0 
1 20  
1 3 0  
C
F O R M A T ! 2 0 X , ' T I M E  = ' , F 6 . 3 / )
F O R M A T ( 2 X , 7 ( 1  P E  1 4 . 6 ) )
F O R M A T ! / / / )
F O R M A T ! 2 X , 8 (  1 P E  1 4 . 6 ) , 2 X , ' I = ' ,  I 3 )
F O R M A T ! 2 0 X , ' CW X  1 0 0 0 .  = * , F 7 . 3 / )
F O R M A T ! ' 1 ' )  _  _
F O R M A T ! 2 0 X , ' W I G L E Y  H U L L  P R O F I L E S  A T  T  = ‘ , F 6 . 3 / )
F O R M A T ! 2 0 X ,  ' N O T E :  E T A  N O N D I  M E N S  I O N A L I  Z E D  B Y  U * *  2 / ! 2 G ) 1 / / / / )
F O R M A T ( 2 0 X ; ' 2 X / L  * ,  1 O X ,  ' E T A ' ,  1 2 X ,  ' P H I  ' / / / / )
F O R M A T ( 1 8 X , F 6 . 3 , 8 X , F 6 . 3 , 8 X , F 6 . 3 )






















THIS SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS FREE SURFACE DATA AT TIMES 
S P E C I F I E D  BY NT I ME. THAT IS ,  NT I ME = 1 MEANS 
OUTPUT AT T = 1 . 0 ,  ETC.
GOTO ( 1 0 , 2 0 , 3 0 )  NT I ME
WRITE(1> ETAN.T  
NT IME = 2 
GOTO 99
WRlTE(2)  ETAN.T  
NT IME = 3 
GOTO 99
REWIND 3










I N I T l A
SUBROUTINE I N I T I A  
C
«CALL COM 1 
«CALL ROOTS 
«CALL FSVAL 
«CALL HULLPHI  
C





READ( * , PARM)
W R I T E 1 6 , 8)
WRITE!*,PARM)
8 FORMAT!' 1 ' )
C
T = DT
CW!1 ) = 0 . 0  
IJBLK=IMAX*JMAX 
P I = 4 . * ATAN( 1 . 0 )
DX=0. 9 8 / 1 9 .
DY = ( Y U - Y L ) /F L O A T ( JMAX-  1 )
X L = - ( 0 . 4 9 + FLOAT( I L F T - 1 ) * D X )
CXX=1 . /DX/DX  
CYY =1 . /DY/DY
DEFINE Z -DISTR IBUT ION OF MESH POINTS.
DZ=DRAFT/ ( FLOAT(KMAX-KEEL+ 1 ) + 0 . 5)
C Z Z = 1 . /D Z /D Z  
DO 5 K = 1 ,4
Z (K ) = -  1 . O + FLOAT! K -  1 ) * 0 . 2  
5 CONTINUE
Z ( 5 ) = - 0 . 2 8  
Z ( 6 ) = - 0 . 2 0  
Z ( 7 ) = - 0 . 16 
Z ( 8 )  =  -  0 . 13  
Z ( 9 ) = - 0 . 11
DO 7 K=KMAX+1 , K E E L -4 ,  - 1
Z ( K ) = -FLOAT!KMAX+ 1 -K)*DZ  
7 CONTINUE
I N I T I A L I Z E  THE CONSTANTS WHICH ARE USED IN THE 
LAPLACE EQUATION TO DESCRIBE THE VARIABLE MESH 
SPACING IN THE Z - DIRE CTION.
D Z 1 = Z ( 2 ) - Z ( 1)
DO 10 K=2,KMAX
DZP=Z(K + 1 ) - Z ( K )
DZM = Z ( K ) - Z (K - 1)
DZ2=DZP+DZM 
C
A(K ) = 2 . /DZM/DZ2  
B ( K ) s - 2 . /DZP/DZM 
C ( K ) = 2 . / DZ P /D Z 2  
1 0 CONTINUE 
A ! 1 ) = 0 . 0  
B ( 1 ) = - 2 . / D Z 1 / D Z 1  














SCALX=I  MAX- 1 
S X = P I / 2 . /SCALX 
DO 30 1 = 1, I MAX
X R T ( I ) = - 4 .  * C X X # ( S I N ( F L O A T ( I - 1 ) * $ X ) ) * * 2  
30 CONTINUE
SCALX = 2. *SCALX 
CALL COST I ( I MAX,WX)
SCALY = JMAX- 1 
S Y = P I / 2 . / S C A L Y  
DO 40 J= 1 , JMAX
Y R T ( J ) = - 4 . * CYY* ( S I N ( F L O A T ( J -  1 ) * S Y ) ) * * 2  
40 CONTINUE
SCALY = 2 . *SCALY 
CALL COST I ( JMAX,WY)
CSCALE =1 . /SCALX/SCALY
I N I T I A L I Z E  ARRAYS.
DO 50 1 = 1 , 1 JBLK
P H I N ( I ) =ET AN( I ) = 0 . 0  
PHI NM1( I ) =ETANM1( I ) = 0 . 0  
50 CONTINUE
DO 60 K= KEEL , KMAX+1 
DO 60 I = I L F T , IRGT
PHIHNM1( I , K ) =PHIHNM2( I , K ) = 0 . 0  
60 CONTINUE
DO 70 K =KEEL , KMAX+1 
DO 70 J = 1 , JMAX 
DO 70 1 = 1, I MAX
P H I D ( l , J , K ) = 0 . 0  
70 CONTINUE
DO 80 I = I L F T - 1 , IRGT+1
XH( I ) =XL + F L O A T ( I  -  1 ) *DX 
80 CONTINUE
DEFI NE RHS FOR NEUMANN CONDI TI ON AT CENTERPLANE.
CON = 2 . /DY
DO 90 K= K E E L , KMAX+1 
DO 90 I = I L F T , I R G T
RHS( I , K ) = CON*AFX( XH( I ) , Z ( K ) )
90 CONTINUE
IF ( NRUN. E Q . 1) RETURN
READ RESTART DATA.
READ( 3 ) CW, ETAN,  T , PHI N, PHI NM1', ETANM1 , PHI HNM1 , PHI HNM2 






























THIS SUBROUTINE USES CHAN’ S E X P L I C I T ,
THREE TIME LEVEL SCHEME TO ADVANCE THE 
LINEARIZED FREE SURFACE EQUATIONS IN TIME.
P H I Z 1 ( 1 2 ,  I , J ) = - 0 . 5 * C 2 * ( - 3 . * ( P H I N < I 2 ) + P H I N ( 1 2 - 1 ) ) + 4 . *
( PH I D ( I , J , KMAX) + P HI D ( I - 1 , J , KMAX) ) -  
( P H I D ( I , J fK MAX-1) + P HI D ( 1 - 1 , J , K M A X - 1 ) ) )  
FETAC1 2 , 1 , J ) =ETANM1( 1 2 - 1 ) + C 1 * ( E T A N ( I 2 ) - E T A N ( 1 2 - 1 ) ) +  
C3*PHIZ1  ( I 2,  I , J )
F P H I ( 12>=PHINM1( 1 2 - 1 ) + C 1 * ( P H I N ( I 2 ) - P H I N ( 1 2 - 1 ) ) -  
El * ( ETANCI 2 ) + ETAN( I 2 - 1 ) )
E l = D T / F R / F R  
E I 0 2 = E I / 2 .
C l = 1 . - 2 . «DT/DX  
C2=0 5 /DZ  
0 3 = 2 . *DT
UPDATE THE CENTERPLANE SOLUTION ARRAYS.
DO 10 K=KEEL,KMAX+1  
DO 10 l = I L F T , IRGT
PH IHNM2( I , K ) =PHIHNM1( I , K )
PHIHNM1( I , K ) =PH ID ( I , 1 , K )
CONTINUE
ADVANCE UPSTREAM BOUNDARY.
DO 20 J = 1 , UMAX
I 1 = ( J - 1  )* IMAX+1 
I 2 = I MAX*J
P H I Z = - C 2 * ( - 3 . «PHIN( I 1 ) + 4 . * P H I D ( 1 , J , KMAX) - P H I D ( 1 , J , K M A X -1 )) 
ETA( I 2 ) =ETAN( I 1 ) +DT*PHIZ
PH I D ( 1 , J,KMAX+1 )= PH IN (I  1 ) - El 0 2 * ( ETA( I2)+ETAN( 1 1 ) )
CONTINUE
ADVANCE ALL FREE SURFACE POINTS.
DO 55 J = 1 , JMAX
I 1 = ( J - 1  )* I MAX 
DO 50 1=2,  I MAX 
1 2 = 1 1 + 1
ETA( 1 ) =FETA( 1 2 , I , J )
P H I D ( I , J , K M A X+ 1) = F P H I ( 1 2 )
CONTINUE 
DO 52 1 = 2 , IMAX 
1 2 = 1 1 + 1
ETANM1( I 2 ) =ETAN( 12)







UPDATE TEMPORARY STORAGE ARRAYS.
DO 70 J=1,JMAXI 1 = (J - 1 )* I MAX










SUBROUTINE S O L V E ( T T . D )
C
»CALL c o m  
»CALL HULLPHI  
»CALL FSVAL  
C
REAL T T ( * ) , D ( * >
T H IS  SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE LAPLACE EQUATION  
IN A REGION IN WHICH THE WIGLEY HULL CENTERPLANE  
CONTAINED.
DO 20 K=KEEL, KMAX 
DO 20 J=1 , JMAX 
DO 20 1 = 1, I MAX
PH I D ( I , J , K > = 0 . 0  
20 CONTINUE
D I R I C H L E T  CONDITION AT THE FREE SURFACE.
DO 30 J = 1 , JMAX 
DO 30 1=1, I MAX
PHI DC I , J ,KMAX)  = - C 2 2 » P H t D ( I , J ,K MAX +1 )
30 CONTINUE
NEUMANN CONDITION ON THE CENTERPLANE.
DO 40 K=KEEL, KMAX 
DO 40 I = l L F T , IRGT
P H I D ( I , 1 , K ) = P H I D ( I , 1 , K ) +US H1P*RHS(I , K )
40 CONTINUE  
C















»CALL COM 1 
»CALL HULLPHI 
»CALL  FSVAL 
C
REAL WK( * )
T H I S  SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE PRESSURE USING 
B E R NO U L L I ‘ S EQUATION.  THE X-COMPONENT OF THE 
PRESSURE IS INTEGRATED OVER THE HULL CENTERPLANE 
TO Y I E L D THE WAVE RESI STANCE.
DATA S / O . 1487906/
PH I X ( I , K ) = ( PH I D ( I *1,  1 , K ) - PH I D ( I -  1 , 1 , K > ) * C0N2
P H I T (  I , K ) = - CON 1 * ( - 3 .  » P H I D ( I , 1 , K ) + 4 . *PHIHNM1( I , K ) - P H I H N M 2 ( I , K ) )
C O N I = 0 . 5/DT 
C0N2=0. 5/DX 
C0N3=DY/2.
COMPUTE AND I NTEGRATE THE HULL PRESSURE.
DO 10 K=KEEL,KMAX+1 
DO 10 I = l L F T , IRGT
FP(  l , K)  = ( P H I T (  I , K ) +USHIP* PHI X ( I , K ) ) * C 0 N 3 * R H S (  l , K )
10 CONTINUE 
C
11=1R G T - I L F T + 1  
K 1=KMAX-KEEL+2
CALL DBCQDU ( F P , I 1 , XH ( I LFT  ) , I 1 , Z ( KEEL ) , » < 1 , - 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 ,
1 - D R A F T , 0 . 0 , Q , WK , I E R )


























S0LVE1 SUBROUTINE SOLVE 1(TT,D)
C«CALL COM 1 «CALL ROOTS 
«CALL FSVAL C REAL TT(*),D(*)
THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE LAPLACE 
EQUATION USING FOURIER ANALYSIS WITH 
A TRI DIAGONAL SOLVER. THE SOLUTION IS 
FOUND ONLY IN A SPECIFIED SUBREGION OF THE TOTAL DOMAIN. THE FOURIER SYNTHESIS 
AND ANALYSARE ARE PERFORMED BY THE FFT 
ROUTINES IN THE FISHPAK LIBRARY.
TRANSFORM X-DIRECTION.
IFWRD=1
5 DO 20 K=KEEL,KMAX-2 
DO 10 1=1,1 MAX
TT(I)=PHID(I,1,K)
10 CONTINUECALL COST(I MAX,TT,WX)
DO 15 1*1, I MAXPHID(I,1,K )=(FLOAT(2-1FWRD)+FLOAT(IFWRD-1)*CSCALE)#TT(I) 
15 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE
DO 40 K = KMAX- 1 ,KMAX 
DO 40 J=1,JMAX 
DO 30 1 = 1, I MAX
TT(I)=PHID(I,J,K)
30 CONTINUECALL COST! I MAX,TT,WX)




TRANSFORM Y-DIRECT I ON.
50 DO 70 K = KEEL,KMAX DO 70 1=1, I MAX 
DO 60 J=1,JMAX
TT(J)= PH ID( l ,J,K)60 CONTINUECALL COST(JMAX,TT.WY)DO 65 J=1,JMAX
















DO 110 J = 1 ,JMAX DO 110 1 = 1, 1 MAX
TR¡D! AGONAL SOLVER.
XYRT = XRT( I )+YRTÍ J)D(1)=C(1)/(B(1)+XYRT)
DO 95 K = 2,KMAXBB=B(K )+XYRT
D(K)=C(K)/(BB-A(K)*D(K-1))
CONTINUEBB=B(KEEL)+XYRTPHIDÍI,J,KEEL)=PHID(I,J,KEEL)/(BB-A(KEEL)*D(KEEL- 1)) 
DO 100 K=KEEL+1,KMAX 
BB=B(K )+XYRTPHIDU,J,K) = <PHID(I,J,K)-A<K)*PHID(I,J,K-1))/
1 (BB-A(K)*D(K-1))
CONTINUEDO 105 K = KMAX-1,KEEL, - 1
PHID(I,J,K )=PHID(I,J,K)-D(K)*PHID(I,J,K+1) 






COMMON/COM 1/IMAX,JMAX,KMAX, ILFT, I RGT,KEEL,DX,DY,DZ,DT,T,XL,XR,
1 YL,YU,FR,BEAM,DRAFT,Z(20),X(97),CXX,CYY,CZZ,









1 PHIHNM2( 31  : 5 0 ,  1 4 : 2 0 ) , CW( 1 5 0 ) , F P K( 1 4 : 2 0 ) , F P I ( 3 2 : 5 0 )
ROOTS
COMMON
COMMON/ROOTS/XRT( 9 7 ) , Y R T ( 3 3 ) , WX( 3 0 6 ) , WY( 1 1 4 ) ,  
1 A ( 1 9 ) , B ( 1 9 ) , C ( 1 9 )
COFF
COMMON
COMMON/COEF/AO(31  : 5 0 ,  14:  1 9 ) , A 1 ( 3 1 : 5 0 ,  14:  1 9 ) , A 2 (31  : 5 0 ,  1 4:  19)  ,
1 A3(31:50,14:19),A4(31:50,14:19),A6(31:50,14:19),2 A13P(31:50,14:19),A13M(31:50,14:19),4 ALPH(31¡50,14:19),GAMB(31:50,14:19),

































MAI N PROGRAM MAIN(OUTPUT,WRT1 ,WRT2,WRT3,RDWRT9,FI LE10.1 TAPE6 = OUTPUTJ TAPE1=WRT1,TAPE2=WRT2,TAPE3 = WRT3J2 TAPE9=RDWRT9,TAPE 10 = FI LE 10)C*CALL COMI *CALL FSVAL *CALL HULLPHI 
*CALL ROOTS * CALL COEF C REAL WK(500)
DOUBLÉ PRECI SION SUM1,SUM2
T H I S  PR OGR AM S O L V E S  T H E  L I N E A R I Z E D  F R E E  
S U R F A C E  WA VE P R O B L E M  F O R  A N  A C C E L E R A T I N G  W I G L E Y  
H U L L .  T H E  L A P L A C E  S O L U T I O N  I S  F O U N D  B Y  A D I R E C T  
M E T H O D  U S I N G  F O U R I E R  A N A L Y S I S .  T H E  E X A C T  H U L L  
B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  I S  I M P L E M E N T E D  B Y  U S I N G  T H E  
C A P A C I T A N C E  M A T R I X  T E C H N I Q U E .  F I N A L L Y ,  T H E  F R E E  
S U R F A C E  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  A R E  A D V A N C E D  I N  T I M E  
B Y  U S I N G  C H A N ' S  U P W I N D  C E N T E R E D  E X P L I C I T  S C H E M E .
I N I T I A L I Z E  T H E  I N I T I  A L  I Z A B L E S .
NTlME=I IQUIT=0 
NSTEP=150
CALL I N I T I A  
I B E T A = I MA X + I  
I D = I R E T A + N P T S  
I X H = I R G T- I L F T  +1 
I F  ( NRUN. E Q . 1) THEN  
I BEG ! N = 2




ELSE I BEG IN=1 ACC = 0.0
END IF
* * * * * *  B E G I N  T H E  T I M E  M A R C H I N G  P R O C E D U R E  * * * * * *  
DO 10 0  I S T E P = I B E G l N , N S T E P
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * *x *
****** COMPUTATIONAL S T R A T E G Y  * * * * * * *  x *
65
COM 1 COMMON
COMMON/COM 1 / I MAX, JMAX, KMAX, I LFT, I RGT, KEEL, DX, DY , DZ, DT, T,XL,XR,
1 YL.YU.FR,BEAM,DRAFT,Z(20),X(97),CXX,CYY,CZZ,














































MAI N PROGRAM MA IN(OUTPUT, WRT1 .WRT2,WRT3,RDWRT9,FI LE 1 0,1 TAPE6=OUTPUT,TAPE 1=WRT1 ,TAPE2 = WRT2J TAPE3=WRT3,
2 TAPE9 = RDWRT9JTAPE 10 = FI LE 10)C*CALL COMI * CALL FSVAL *CALL HULLPHI *CALL ROOTS 
*CALL COEF C
REAL WK(500)
DOUBLÉ PRECI SION SUM1, SUM2
THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THE LINEARIZED FREE 
SURFACE WAVE PROBLEM FOR AN ACCELERATING WIGLEY 
HULL. THE LAPLACE SOLUTION IS FOUND BY A DIRECT METHOD USING FOURIER ANALYSIS. THE EXACT HULL 
BOUNDARY CONDITION IS IMPLEMENTED BY USING THE 
CAPACITANCE MATRIX TECHNIQUE. FINALLY, THE FREE SURFACE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE ADVANCED IN TIME 






IXH=IRGT- ILFT+1 IF (NRUN.EQ.1) THEN 




ELSE I BEGlN=1 
ACC= 0,0
END IF
BEGIN THE TIME MARCHING PROCEDURE
DO 100 I STEP=I BEG I N,NSTEP
X X X X X X x X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X  
X X
X X




















X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
1) SOLVE THE FREE SURFACE EQUATIONS FOR ETA AND
PHI AT TIME LEVEL (N+1) USING CHAN'S EXPLICIT SCHEME.2) USING THE VALUES OF PHI OBTAINED IN STEP 1) AS DIRICHLET CONDITIONS, SOLVE THE LAPLACE EQUATION.
THIS STEP PRODUCES INTERIOR VALUES OF PHI AT
THE NEW TIME LEVEL, (N+1).
3) ADVANCE THE TIME STEP AND CONTINUE WITH 1).
TACC = ACC«FLOAT(I STEP-1 )«DT/TMAX 
USHIP = AM IN1(TACC, 1,0)+1 .O-ACC 
CALL CHAN
CALL SOLVE(WK,WK(I BETA),WK(ID)) T = T + DT








IF (ISTEP/5*5.EQ.ISTEP) CALL PLTCHK( I STEP,WK, I QUIT) IF (I QUI T.EQ. 1) GOTO 55
IF (ISTEP/50*50.EQ.ISTEP) CALL OUTP(NTIME)
00 CONTINUE
55 WRITE(6,98)
DO 70 I * ILFT, IRGT
DO 60 K=KMAX+1,KEEL-1,-1
WRITE(6,65) PHID(I,1,K ),PHID(I,2,K ),PHID(I,3,K ),PHID(I,4,K),I 60 CONTINUEWRITE(6,50)
70 CONTINUE
50 FORMAT«///)
65 FORMAT(2X,4(1 PE14.6),6X, ‘I =’,I3)
CALL F0RMRHS(WK,2)
SUMI=SUM2=0.0 DO 95 1=1,120
SUMI=SUM1+WK(I)«WK(I) 
SUM2=SUM2+WK(I+120)««295 CONTINUEWRITE(6,96) DSQRT(SUM1)WRITE(6,97) DSQRT(SUM2)96 Fo r m a t(iox, ' TWO NORM OF97 FORMAT(10X, ' TWO NORM OF98 FORMAT( '1 ' )
RESIDUAL






PLTCHKSUBROUT INE PLTCHK( I STEP JY, lQUIT)
C«CALL COM 1* CALL FSVAL 
«CALL HULLPHI* CALL COEF 
C REAL Y ( * ) ,RANGE(4)CHARACTER*36 (TITLE,ICHAR*1,IXLABL*28,IYLABL#19 
C DATA 1 CHAR/1 1 1 /DATA lXLABL/‘LONG ITUDINAL COORDINATE, X/L1/
DATA IYLABL/'WAVE ELEVATION, ETA’/
DATA I TITLE/1WAVE PROFILE ALONG THE SYMMETRY LINE1/ 
DATA NXLABL,NYLABL,NT ITLE/28, 19,36/
THIS SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS RELEVANT INFORMATION 
AT EVERY TIME STEP.
RANGE(1) = -2.5 RANGE!2)=3.0 
RANGE!3)=-0.4 RANGE(4)=0,4 
FAC = 4 .* F1 EMAX = 0.0 DO 10 1 = 1,1 MAXY(l)=FAC*ETAN(I)
EMAX=AMAX1(EMAX,ABS(Y!I)))
10 CONTINUE 
C CALL USPLO(X,Y, I MAX, I MAX, 1,1, I TITLE,NT ITLE, IXLABL,NXLABL, 
1 IYLABL,NYLABL,RANGE, I CHAR, 1, IER)
WRITE(6,20) T





DO 15 I=ILFT,IRGTWRITE!6,130) X! I ),Y! I ),PH 11
1 5 CONTINUE
20 FORMAT (20X,‘TIME =1,F6.3/)40 FORMAT (2X,7(1 PE 14. 6) )
45 FORMAT ( /// )
50 FORMAT (2X,8(1 PE 14. 6),2X, 1 I = 1 , I 380 FORMAT (20X,'CW X 1000. =1,F7.3/)
90 FORMAT ( 1 1 1 )
1 00 FORMAT (20X, 1 W1GLEY HULL PROFILES
1 10 FORMAT (2OX, 1 NOTE : ETA NONDIMENS1 20 FORMAT (20X,12X/L1,10X,‘ETA1,12X,
1 30 FORMAT (18X,F6.3,8X,F6.3,8X,F6.3)
1,KMAX+1)
AT T =1,F6.3/) 
0NALI2ED BY U**2/(2G) 
PHI 1//// )
























THIS SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS FREE SURFACE DATA AT TIMES 
SPECIFIED BY NT I ME. THAT I§, NT I ME = 1 MEANS 
OUTPUT AT T : 1.0, ETC.





NT I ME = 3 
GOTO 99
REWIND 3 















«CALL COMI «CALL. COEF 
«CALL ROOTS «CALL FSVAL «CALL HULLPHI 














10 CONTINUEDO 20 K=KEEL,KMAX+1 
DO 20 l =ILFT,IRGT
PHIHNM1 ( I ,K )= PH 1HNM2(I,K )=0.0 
20 CONTINUE
DO 30 K=KEEL-1.KMAX+1 
DO 30 J=1,JMAX 
DO 30 1=1,IMAX
PH ID(I,J,K )= 0.0 
30 CONTINUE




XL=-(0.49+FLOAT(ILFT-1)«DX)DO *10 I = 1 , IMAX
X ( I )=XL + FLOAT( I - 1 )«DX 
40 CONTINUE
XR=XL+FLOAT(IMAX-1)«DX CONT = 2.*DT 
DTDX=CONT/DX 
CONX = 0.5/DX 









CHAN SUBROUTINE CHAN 
C»CALL COM!»CALL FSVAL 
»CALL HULLPHI 
Ccc THIS SUBROUTINE USES CHAN'S EXPLICIT METHOD
C TO UPDATE THE LINEARIZED FREE SURFACE CONDITIONS
C IN TIME. THESE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE APPLIED
C ON THE PLANE Z = 0. THIS PROBLEM IS KNOWN AS THE
C NEUMANN-KELVIN PROBLEM.
C DSH VD, CD) = - ( 2. *VD+CD) / ( VD* ( CD+VD ) )
DS2(VD,CD)=(CD+VD)/(CD»VD)
DS3(VD,CD)=-VD/(CD*(CD+VD))
CC UPDATE THE BODY SOLUTION ARRAYS.
C DO 10 K=KEEL,KMAX+1 
DO 10 I=ILFT,IRGTPH IHNM2(I ,K )= PHIHNM1(I,K )
PHIHNM1(l,K)=PHID(I,1,K)
10 CONTINUE 
CC ADVANCE UPSTREAM BOUNDARY IN TIME.
C DO 20 J =1,JMAX12=(J-1 )* IMAX+1PH IZ=-(DS1(HI ,DZ)*PHlN(I 2)+DS2(HI,DZ)»PHID(1,J,KMAX) 
1 DS3(H1,DZ)»PHID(1,J,KMAX-1))
ETA(l2)=ETAN(I 2)+DT »PHIZPHID(1,J,KMAX+1 )=PHIN( l2)-DT *F1 *(ETA(I2)+ETAN(12))
20 CONTINUE 
Cc ADVANCE FREE SURFACE CONDTIONS IN TIMEC USING LINEARIZED FREE SURFACE CONDITIONS.
C CALL ADVFS(2,1LFT- 1 , 1, 1, 1, 1,2)
CALL ADVFS( lLFT, IRGT + 1, 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )CALL ADVFS(IRGT+2,IMAX,1,1,1,1,2)
CALL ADVFS(2,ILFT-1,2,2,4,0,0)
CALL ADVFS(ILFT,IRGT+1,2,2,2,0,0)
CALL ADVFS( IRGT + 2, I MAX,2,2,4,0,0)
CALL ADVFS(2,IMAX,3,JMAX-1,4,0,0)
CALL ADVFS(2,1 MAX,JMAX,JMAX,3,-1,2)
Cc UPDATE SOLUTION ARRAYS.
C DO 40 J=1,JMAXl 1 a(J - 1 )* I MAX 
DO 40 1=1,IMAX 
12=11+1ETANM1(12)=ETAN(12)
ETAN( I 2)=ETA( 12)

























ADVFS SUBROUTINE ADVFS( IL, I R, J L, J U, I Y, I PM, I HULL)C* call com
»CALL FSVAL 
C FSETA(I2,VSTR,DSTR)=ETANM1(12-1)+ALP*(ETAN(12)-ETAN(12-1))- 1 CONT *(VSTR#ETAYP-DSTR)




DS3(VD,CD)=-V0/ (CD*(VD+CD))FPHI2(12, I3,VD) = -(DS1(VD,D2)*PHIN(I2)+DS2(VD,DZ)*PHID(13, J , KMAX ) + 
1 DS3(VD,DZ)*PHID(13,J,KMAX- 1 ))
THIS SUBROUTINE DOES THE ACTUAL COMPUTATION FOR THE LINEARIZED FREE 
SURFACE CONDITIONS.
DO 20 J=JL,JUI 1 = (J- 1 )* I MAX
DO 20 1 = I L , I R
12=11+1
GOTO (1,2, 1,4 ) I Y1 GOTO (5,6) lHULL
UPDATE POINTS ON HULL.
5 XIM=0.5*(X(I )+X(I-1))CFX = FX(XlM,O.O)CFZ = FZ(XlM,0.0)
GAM 1 S =1 . +CFX*CFX+CFZ*CFZ
PH IXP =(PHIN(I 2)-PHIN(I 2-1 ))/DX
PHI ZP = 0,5* (FPHI Z( 12, I ,H1 ) >FPHIZ( 12-1,1-1,HD)
U1= USHIP*(1 . -CFX* CFX/GAM1S)









UPDATE POINTS ADJACENT TO HULL.
2 PH I Y P = E TAY P = 0.0 
U1=USHIP
GOTO 7
UPDATE INTERIOR FREE SURFACE POINTS.
73
4 PHIYP=ETAYP=0.O 
U1=USHIP7 VSTRE = 0.0
8 VSTRP = 0.0DSTRE=0.5*(FPHIZ(12,I,HI)+FPHIZ(I2-1.I-1.H1>> 
DSTRP=-F1*(ETAN(12)+ETAN<12-1))
C 10 ALP=1.-USHIP*DTDX 
CALP=1.-U1*DTDX ETA(I2)=FSETA(I2JVSTRE1DSTRE)
PHID(I,J,KMAX+1)=FSPH!(I 2,VSTRP,DSTRP)
C 20 CONTINUE 
RETURN END
F FUNCTION F(XX, ZZ)
C
*CALL COM1 
C IF <ABS(XX).GT.0.5) THEN 
F = 0.0ELSE IF (ZZ.GE.O.O) THEN
F=BEAM/2.*(1.-4.*XX*XX)
ELSE F=BEAM/2.*(1.-4.*XX*XX)*(1.-(ZZ/DRAFT)**2)
END IF RETURN 
END
FX FUNCTION FX(XX.ZZ)
C* CALL COM 1 
C IF (ABS(XX),GT.0.5) THEN FX = 0,0
ELSE IF (ZZ.GE.O.O) THEN
FX=-4.*BEAM*XX






«CALL COM 1 
C IF (ABS(XX) GT.0.5) THEN 
FZ*0.OELSE IF (ZZ.GE.O.O) THEN 
FZ = 0 .0
ELSE FZ=-BEAM*ZZ*(1.-4.*XX*XX)/(DRAFT«DRAFT)





















THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE LAPLACE EQUATION IN A REGION IN WHICH THE WIGLEY HULL IS PART OF 
A COORDINATE SURFACE. THE CAPACITANCE MATRIX 
TECHNIQUE IS USED TO HANDLE THE IRREGULAR EQUATIONS 















* CALL corn «CALL FSVAL «CALL HULLPHl «CALL COEF 
C' REAL XH( * ) ,WK(*)C
FPHIT(I,K )=-0.5*(-3.*(PHID(I,1,K)+PHID(I-1,1,K))+
1 4 . « ( PH IHNM1 ( I j  K ) +PHIHNM1 ( I -  1 , K ) ) -
2 (PH IHNM2(I,K)+PHIHNM2(I-1,K)))/CONT





COMPUTE AMD INTEGRATE THE HULL PRESSURE.
K1=KMAX-KEEL+2 
11 = 1RGT- ILFT DO 20 I=ILFT+14IRGT DO 10 K=KEEL,KMAX+1
IF (K.EQ.KMAX+1) THEN
PHIZP=0.5*(FPHIZ(I)+FPHIZ(I-1))ELSE
ZKM = Z(K )-Z(K- 1 )




1 (AK+BK)«(PH ID(I, 1,K )+PHID(I -1 , 1 , K ) ) +
2 BK*(PHID(I,1,K+1 )+PHID(I - 1 , 1,K+1)))END IFC
PHIXP=(PHID( I , 1 ,K)-PHID( I - 14 1,K ))/DX XH(I - ILFT)=0.5«(X(T)+X(I - 1))CFX = FX(XH(I-ILFT),Z(K))
CFZ = FZ(XH(I - ILFT),Z(K))
GAM1S=1.+CFX«CFX+CFZ*CFZ
PHIYP=(CFX*(USHIP+PHIXP)+CFZ*PHIZP)/GAM1S 
FPK(K ) = (FPHIT(I ,K)+USHIP*(PH IXP-CFX*PH IYP))*CFX 10 CONTINUE
CALL ICSCCU(Z(KEEL) ,FPK(KEEL),K1,CSK,K1- 1, IER)
CALL DCSQDU(Z(KEEL) ,FPK(KEEL),K 14CSK4K1 - 14 -DRAFT,0. ,Q, IER)FPI ( I ) =Q C
20 CONTINUE
CALL ICSCCU(XH,FPI ( ILFT+1 ), I 1,CSI , I 1 - 1, IER)
CALL DCSQDU(XH,FPI ( ILFT+1 ), I 1 ,CSI, I 1 - 1, -0.5,0.5,Q , IER)CW(NSTP)=-4000.*Q/S
RETURN
END








IGO = 1 FORM RHS FOR FIRST FAST QIRECT SOLUTION.c I GO = 2 FORM RHS FOR CAPACITANCE MATRIX SYSTEM.cc IGO = 3 FORM RHS FOR SECOND FAST DIRECT SOLUTIONAX I (I,K)=AO(I,K)*PHID(I, 1,K)+A1CI,K)*PHID(1-1,1,K)+A2(I , K ) #1 PHID(I,1,K+1)+A3(IJK)*PHID(I+1,1,K )+A4(I , K ) *
2 PHID(I,1,K-1)+A6(l , K )«PHlD(I, 2, K ) ♦3 A13M(I,K )*(PHID(1+1,1 , K - 1)-PHID(1-1,1 , K - 1) ) -4 (A13P(I,K)+A13MÍI,K))*(PHID(I+1,1,K)-PHID(I-1,1,K))+
5 A13P( I , K) « (PHI D U  +1 , 1 ,K+1 ) -PHID( I -1 , 1 ,K+1 ) )
AX I 2( I ,K> = (PHI D( I - 1,2,K) -2. «PHIDÍ I , 2, K)+PHI D( I +1,2,K) ) «CXX +1 ALPHÍI,K)«PHID(I,1,K)-(ALPHÍI,K)+GAMBÍI,K ))*
2 PHID(I,2,K )+GAMB(I,K )*PH ID(I,3,K )+A(K )*PHID(I,2,K-1)
3 B(K)*PHID(I ,2,K)+C(K)«PH ID(I,2,K+1)
C GOTO (10,80, IO) I GO 
C 10 DO 20 K=KEEL- 1 ,KMAX 
DO 20 Js1,JMAX 
DO 20 1 = 1,1 MAXPHID(I,J,K)=0.0 
20 CONTINUE 
CC DIRICHLET CONDITION AT THE FREE SURFACE.
C DO 30 J=1,JMAX 
DO 30 1 = 1, I MAXPH ID(I,J,KMAX) = -C(KMAX)* PH ID(I,J,KMAX+1)
30 CONTINUE 
CC MODIFIED EQUATIONS ON THE HULL.
C DO 50 K=KEEL,KMAX-1 
QO 50 1=1LFT,IRGTPH ID(I, 1,K )=USHIP«RHS(I,K )
50 CONTINUE 
C DO 45 I=lLFT,IRGTPH ID( I , 1,KMAX)=USH1P«RHS( I,KMAX)-A2( I ,KMAX)*1 PH ID(I, 1,KMAX+1 )-A13P(I,KMAX)«
2 (PHID(I+1, 1,KMAX+1)-PH ID(I - 1,1,KMAX+1))
45 CONTINUEIF ( I GO.EQ. 1) RETURN 
C l K = 0
JK=(KMAX-KEEL+ 1 )*(IRGT-ILFT + 1)
DO 70 K=KEEL,KMAX 
DO 70 I=ILFT,IRGT 




PH I0(Ij 2,K )= PH ID(Ij 
70 CONTINUE 
GOTO 99
80 IK=0JK=(KMAX-KEEL+1)*(IRGT-!LFT+1 DO 95 K =KEEL,KMAX DO 95 !=ILFT,IRGT 
IK=IK+1 IJK=IK+JK
BETA(I K )=USHIP*RHS(I,K) 
BETA(IJK)=-AX12(I,K)



























C* CALL COM 1 
«CALL ROOTS 
«CALL COEF «CALL FSVAL 
C REAL TT(*),D(*)
THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE LAPLACE 
EQUATION USING FOURIER ANALYSIS WITH A TRIDIAGONAL SOLVER. THE SOLUTION IS FOUND ONLY IN A SPECIFIED SUBREGION OF 
THE TOTAL DOMAIN. THE FOURIER SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSARE ARE PERFORMED BY THE FFT 
ROUTINES IN THE FISHPAK LIBRARY.
FORWARD TRANSFORM X-DIRECT I ON.
IFWRD=1
5 DO 20 K=KEEL-1,KMAX-2 
DO 20 JM-,3 
DO 10 1 = 1,1 MAXTT(I)=PHID(I,J, K )
10 CONTINUE
CALL CQST(I MAX,TT,WX)
DO 15 1 = 1,1 MAXPHIDIl,J,K )=(FLOAT(2-1FWRD)+FLOAT(IFWRD-1)«CSCALE)*TT(I) 
15 CONTINUE 20 CONTINUE
DO 40 K=KMAX-1,KMAX 
DO 40 J=1,JMAX DO 30 1 = 1, I MAXTT(I)=PHID(I,J,K)30 CONTINUECALL COSTiI MAX,TT,WX)
DO 35 1 = 1,1 MAXPH ID(l,J,K) = (FL0AT(2-IFWRD)+FL0AT(IFWRD-1 )«CSCALE)*TT(I ) 
35 CONTINUE 40 CONTINUE
GOTO (50,120) lFWRD
TRANSFORM Y-DIRECT I ON.
50 DO 70 K = KEEL- 1,KMAX 
DO 70 1 = 1, I MAX 
DO 60 J =1 ,JMAX
TT(J)=PH!D(I,J,K )
60 CONTINUECALL COST(JMAX,TT.WY)
















lFWRD = 2DO 110 J=1,JMAX 
DO 110 1 = 1,1 MAX
TRI DIAGONAL SOLVER.
XYRT = XRT( I )+YRT(J)
D(1)=C(1)/(B(1)+XYRT)
DO 95 K = 2,KMAXBB=B(K 1+XYRT
D(K)=C(K)/(BB-A(K)*D(K-1))


















«CALL COM 1 «CALL COEF 
C REAL. BETA(*)
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM







DO 70 J = 2, NPTS SUM= 0.0 




BACKWARD SUBSTI TUT I ON.
DO 90 J *NPTS- 1,1,-1 









COMMON/COM1 / I MAX, JMAX,KMAX,1 LFT,  I R G T , K E E L , X L j  X R , Y L , Y U ,
1 DX, DY, DZ, D T , X ( 9 7 ) , Z< 20)4C X X , C Y Y , C Z Z , C S C A L E , NP T S ,
2 BEAM, DRAFT, PI , DELTA,H1
COEF
COMMON
COMMON/COEF/CCO(3 1 : 5 0 ,  1 4 : 1 9 ) , C C 1 ( 3 1 : 5 0 , 1 4 : 1 9 ) , C C 2 ( 3 1 ¡ 5 0 , 1 4 : 1 9 )
1 C C 3 ( 3 1 ¡ 5 0 , 1 4 : 1 9 ) , C C 4 ( 3 1 ¡ 5 0 , 1 4 : 1 9 ) , C C 6 ( 3 1 ¡ 5 0 , 1 4 : 1 9 )
2 C C 1 3 P ( 3 1 ¡ 5 0 , 1 4 : 1 9 ) , C C 1 3 M C 3 1 ¡ 5 0 , 1 4 : 1 9 ) ,
4 A U P H ( 3 1 ¡ 5 0 , 1 4 : 1 9 ) , G A M B ( 3 1 : 5 0 , 1 4 : 1 9 ) , I R H0 ( 2 4 0) ,
5 A H ( 3 1 ¡ 5 0 , 1 4 : 1 9 ) , B H C 3 1 : 5 0 , 1 4 : 1 9 ) , C H ( 3 1 : 5 0 , 1 4 : 1 9 ) ,








PROGRAM CAP(INPUT,OUTPUT,FILE1,FILE2,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT, 1 TAPE1=FlLEI,TAPE2=FILE2)C
«CALL COMI »CALL COEF »CALL ROOTS
THIS PROGRAM IS THE PREPROCESSING PHASE FOR THE CAPACITANCE MATRIX TECHNIQUE, I.E., IT COMPUTES AND FACTORS THE CAPACITANCE MATRIX USED IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EXACT BODY CONDITION FOR THE WIGLEY HULL.
CALL INITIA 
CALL COEFF
FORM THE CAPACITANCE MATRIX BY COLUMNS STARTING WITH POINTS ON THE KEEL.
JC0L-O 
DO 40 J*1,2 








30 DO 50 I « ILFT, IRGT
DO 45 K*KMAX,KEEL,-1
WRITEC 6,60) CCOCI,K ),CCICI,K ),CC3CI,K ),CC4 CI,K ),
1 CC2CI,K),CC6CI,K ),CC13P CI,K ),CC13M CI,K ),RHS CI,K)45 CONTINUE





C«CALL com «CALL COEF «CALL ROOTS 











C DO 2 1*1,1MAXX<1)«XL+FLOAT(I-1)*DX 
2 CONTINUE 
CC DEFINE Z“DISTRIBUT I ON OF MESH POINTS.
C DZ*DRAFT/(FLOAT(KMAX-KEEL*1)+0.5)
CZZ*1./DZ/DZ 




Z(9)*-0.11DO 7 K=KMAX,KEEL-4,-1Z(K )* -FLOAT(KMAX-K)*DZ-H1 
7 CONTINUEZÍKMAX + 1 )*0.0 
CC INITIALIZE THE CONSTANTS WHICH ARE USED IN THEC LAPLACE EQUATION TO DESCRIBE THE VARIABLE MESH
C SPACING IN THE Z-DIRECTION.













SX*PI/2./SCALX DO 30 1*1,1 MAX
XRT(I)*-4.*CXX*(SIN C FLOAT(1-1)*SX))**2 
30 CONTINUE
SCALX*2.«SCALX 
CALL COST I(I MAX,WX)
SCALY*FLOAT(JMAX-1)
SY*PI/2./SCALY 






































COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS WHICH ARE USED TO 
CALCULATE THE SURFACE DERIVATIVES.
DO 60 K=KEEL,KMAX 




DO 70 K*KEEL,KMAX 
DO 70 I * ILFT.IRGT
AH(I , K)*AFX(X(I ), ZOO )
BH(I,K)*AFZ(X(I).Z(K))
CH(I4 K)»1.+AH(I,K)**2+BH(I,K)**2 70 CONTINUE
COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE MODIFIED EQUATIONS AT MESH POINTS WHICH ARE ON THE HULL.
DO 50 I * ILFT,ì RGT XX*X(I)












BK * ZKM/(ZK * DZ2)
C
G4=GAM1* * ( - 4 )
88
G1X=2.*(FX*FXX+FZ*FXZ)
GlZ=2.*(FX*FXZ+FZ*FZZ)FXG1X = G4 *(GAM1 * GAM1 * FXX-FX * G1X)
FXG1 Z=G4 *(GAM1 * GAM1*FXZ-FX*G1Z)FZG1X=G4*(GAMI«GAMI*FXZ-FZ*G1X)
FZG1Z=G4*(GAMI*GAM1*FZZ-FZ*G1Z)
C AL2=1./DY/(DY+F)BE2=1./DYZ(DY-F)GA2=-(DY-F)/(2.*DY*(DY+F))DE2=(DY+F>/(2.*DY*(DY-F))
C Al*-(GAM2*FX/GAM1/GAM1+2.*(FX*FXG1X+FZ*FXG1Z))+AL2*FX/GA2 A3«-(GAM2*FZ/GAM1/GAMI+2.*(FX«FZG1X+FZ*FZG1Z))+AL2*FZ/GA2 
A11=1.-2.*(FX/GAM1)**2 







CCO(I,K)*-(CC6(Ij K)+2.*A11*CXX+(2.«A33+A3*(ZKM-ZK))/(ZK*ZKM)) RHS(I,K)*-A1+AL2*FX/GA2-RFX(XX,ZZ)*AL2/GA2 







IF (ABS<XX).GT.0.5) THEN 
CF*0.0
ELSE CF»DELTA*BEAM/2. * ( 1 . - 4 . *XX*XX)*(1 . -<ZZ/DRAFT)**2)






C IF (ABS(XX).GT.0.5) THEN 




































CALL ROOTS CALL COEF
REAL TT(*),D(*)
THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE LAPLACE 
EQUATION USING FOURIER ANALYSIS WITH 
A TRIDIAGONAL SOLVER. THE SOLUTION IS 
FOUND ONLY IN A SPECIFIED SUBREGION OF 
THE TOTAL DOMAIN. THE FOURIER SYNTHESIS 
AND ANALYSIS IS PERFORMED BY THE FFT 
ROUTINES IN THE FISHPAK LIBRARY.
TRANSFORM X-DIRECTION.
IFWRD*15 DO 20 K=KEEL-1,KMAX 
DO 20 J * 1,3 
DO 10 1*1,1 MAXTT(I)*G(I,J, K )
10 CONTINUECALL COST!I MAX,TT,WX)
DO 15 1*1,1 MAXG(I,J, K ) = (FLOAT(2~IFWRD)+FLOAT(IFWRD-1)*CSCALE)*TT(I) 
15 CONTINUE 20 CONTINUE
GOTO (50,120) IFWRD
TRANSFORM Y-DIRECTION.
50 DO 70 K*KEEL-1,KMAX 





65 CONTINUE 70 CONTINUE
GOTO (80,5) IFWRD
SOLVE TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEMS IN Z-DIRECTION.
80 IFWRD=2
DO 110 J*1,JMAX 








DO 100 K* KEE L, KMAX 
BB*B(K)+XYRT
G ( I,J , K ) a ( G ( I j  J , K ) - A ( K ) * G ( I,J , K “ 1 ) ) ^ ( B B - A (K ) * D ( K - 1 ))  
100 CONTINUE
DO 10 5  K*KMAX-1 , K E E L - 1 , - 1
G( I , J 4K)=G(  I , ^ K I - D C K I a Q Í  I , J , K + 1  )
1 05  CONTINUE 
1 1 0  CONTINUE 
GOTO 50




»CALL CGM1 »CALL COEF 
»CALL ROOTS C REAL WK(250)C









C FORM THE JCOL(TH) COLUMN OF CM.C
IROW=0
DO 50 K=KEEL,KMAX DO 50 I * ILFT,IRGT 
I ROW*IROW+1
CM(I ROW,JCOL)*CCO(I,K)*G(I,1,K)+CC1<I,K)*G(I-1,1,K)+1 CC2(I,K)»G(I,1,K+1)+CC3(I,K)*G(I+1,1,K )♦
2 C C 4( I , K ) » G ( I , 1 , K - 1 ) + C C 6 ( I , K ) » G ( I , 2 , K )+
3 CC13M(I,K)*(G(1+1,1,K-1)-G(I -1 ,1,K-1))-
4 (CC13P(I,K)+CC13M(I,K))*(G(I+1,1,K)-5 G(I -1,1,K>)+CC13P(I,K )*(G(1+1,1 , K +1) -
6 Q(I -1,1,K+1))50 CONTINUE
DO 60 K*KEEL,KMAX 
DO 60 I * 1LFT,IRGT 
I ROW*IROW+1
CM(I ROW,JCOL)*(G(I-1,2,K)-2.*G(I,2,K)+G(I+1,2,K))*CXX +
1 ALPHiI,K)*G(I,1,K)-(ALPH(I,K )+GAMB CI,K))*




C DOUBLE PRECISION SUM 
CcC FACTOR THE MATRIX SO THAT C = LU.
C DO 50 K* 1, N 
CC FILL THE K(TH) COLUMN OF L.
C DO 30 l *K, N
SUM*0.0 
DO 20 L*1, K- 1SUM«SUM+CM(I,L)«CM(L,K)
20 CONTINUECM(I,K )* CM(I,K)-SUM 
30 CONTINUE 
CC SEARCH THE J(TH) COLUMN OF L FOR THE LARGEST
C ELEMENT AND PERMUTE ROWS.
C EL*ELMAX*0.0 
DO 32 I=K,NEL*AMAX1(EL,ABS(CM(I,K))<)
IF (EL.GT.ELMAX) THEN ELMAX=EL 
IRHO(K ) * I
END IF
32 CONTINUE 
C DO 37 J* 1 , N
A*CM(K,J)CM(K,J)* CM(IRHO(K ), J )
CM<IRHO(K),J)*A 
37 CONTINUE 
CC FILL THE K(TH) ROW OF U.
C DO 40 J=K+1,N SUM*0.0 
DO 35 L*1,K-1SUMsSUM+CMiK,L)*CM(Lj J)
35 CONTINUECM(K,J)*(CM(K,J)“SUM)/CM(K,K )
40 CONTINUE 









1 ETAN( 3201 ) , ETANM1 (3201 ), PHI D( 97, 33, 1 3: 20), F1 , H1 , DTDX,
2 CONT,CONX,CONY






























«CALL ROOTS «CALL COEF 
C REAL WK(500)DOUBLE PRECISION SUM1,SUM2
THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THE FULL NONLINEAR FREE SURFACE WAVE PROBLEM FOR A GRADUALLY ACCELERATED WIGLEY 
HULL. THE LAPLACE SOLUTION IS FOUND BY A DIRECT 
METHOD USING FOURIER ANALYSIS AND AN ITERATIVE 
PROCEDURE TO SATISFY THE DIRICHLET CONDITIONS ON 
THE MOVING BOUNDARY, Z = ETA(X,Y j T) . THE EXACT HULL 
BOUNDARY CONDITION IS IMPLEMENTED BY USING THE 
CAPACITANCE MATRIX TECHNIQUE. FINALLY, THE FREE 
SURFACE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE ADVANCED IN TIME 
BY USING CHAN'S UPWIND CENTERED EXPLICIT SCHEME.
I N I T I A L I Z E  THE I N I T I A L I Z A B L E S .
NT I ME*1 
IQUIT-O  
NSTEP«150
CALL I N I T I A  
I BETA*IMAX+1 
ID=IBETA+NPTS  
I X H = I R G T - I L F T  +1 
I F  (NRUN.EQ.1)  THEN 
I BEGIN=2
I F  ( TMAX. EQ. 0 . )  THEN 






I B EGI N*1 
A C C - 0 . 0
END IF
x**sxx BEGIN THE TIME MARCHING PROCEDURE *«xxxx 


















xxxxxx COMPUTATIONAL STRATEGY xxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
1) SOLVE THE FREE SURFACE EQUATIONS FOR ETA ANDPHI AT TIME LEVEL (N+1) USING CHAN * S EXPLICIT SCHEME.2) USING THE VALUES OF PHI OBTAINED IN STEP 1) AS DIRICHLET CONDITIONS, SOLVE THE LAPLACE EQUATION.
THIS STEP PRODUCES INTERIOR VALUES OF PHI AT
THE NEW TIME LEVEL, (N+1).3) ADVANCE THE TIME STEP AND CONTINUE WITH 1).
TACC = ACC*FLOAT(I STEP-1)«DT/TMAX 
USHIP = AMI NI(TACC,1.0) + 1.O-ACC 
CALL CHANCALL SOLVE(WK,WK(I BETA î,WK(ID),I QUIT) 
T*T+DT
CALCULATE THE WAVE RESISTANCE AT TIME T.
CALL RES(I STEP,WK,WK(IXH))
IF (ISTEP/5*5.EQ. ISTEP) CALL PLTCHK(I STEP,WK, IQUIT)
IF (I QUIT.NE.0) GOTO 55IF <ISTEP/50*50.EQ.ISTEP) CALL OUTP(NTIME)
C100 CONTINUE 
C 55 WRITE(6,98)
DO 70 I *ILFT, 1RGT
DO 60 K=KMAX+1,KEEL-1,-1WRITE(6,65) PHID(I,1,K),PHID<I,2,K),PHID(I,3,K),PHID(I,4,K),I 
60 CONTINUEWRITE(6,50)
70 CONTINUE 
C 50 FORMAT(///)65 FORMAT(2X,4(1 PEI 4.6),6X, 'I =',I3)
C CALL FORMRHSiWK,2)SUM1=SUM2»0.0 DO 95 1=1,120SUM1=SUM1+WK(I)*WK(I)SUM2=SUM2+WK(I+120)**2
95 CONTINUEWRITE(6,96) DSQRT(SUM1)
WRITEC 6,97) DSQRT(SUM2)
WR ITE(6,99) IQUIT96 FORMAT(1 OX, 'TWO NORM OF RESIDUAL ON BODY =',1PE14.6/)
97 FORMAT(1 OX, 1 TWO NORM OF RESIDUAL ADJACENT TO BODY = ',1 PEI 4.6///)












REAL Y ( * ),RANGE!4)
CHARACTER*36 I TITLE,I CHAR*1,IXLABL*28,IYLABL*19 
C
DATA I CHAR/* 11/
DATA IXLABL/'LONGITUDINAL COORDINATE, X/L'/DATA IYLABL/'WAVE ELEVATION, ETA'/DATA I TITLE/'WAVE PROFILE ALONG THE SYMMETRY LINE'/
DATA NXLABL,NYLABL,NTITLE/28,19,36/











1 IYLABL,NYLABL,RANGE,I CHAR,1, IER)
C WRITE(6,20) TWRITE(6,80) CW(I STEP)C WRITE!6,90)WRITE(6,100) T 
WRlTE(6,110)WRITE(6,120)DO 15 I=ILFT,IRGTWRITE(6,130) X(I),Y(I),PHID(I,1,KMAX+1)
15 CONTINUE 
C
20 F0RMAT(20X,'TIME =',F6.3/)40 FORMAT(2X,7(1 PE14.6))
45 FORMATi///)
50 FORMAT(2X,8(1 PE14.6),2X, 'I =', 13)
80 FORMATi20X,'CW X 1000. *',F7.3/)
90 FORMAT('1')
100 FORMATi20X,'WIGLEY HULL PROFILES AT T =',F6.3/)













O U T P
S U B R O U T I N E  O U T P ( N T I M E )  
C
« C A L L  COMI  
« C A L L  F S V A L  
* C A L L  H U L L P H I
T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  O U T P U T S  F R E E  S U R F A C E  D A T A  A T  
S P E C I F I E D  B Y  N T  I M E . T H A T  I S ,  N T I M E  = 1 M E A N S  
O U T P U T  A T  T  «  1 . 0 ,  E T C .








G O T O  ( 1 0 , 2 0 , 3 0 )  N T  I ME
W R I T E ( I )  E T A N , T  
N T  I M E  = 2 
G O T O  9 9
WR I T E ( 2 )  E T A N , T
N T I M E O
G O T O  9 9
R E W I N D  3 
R E W I N D  9WRITE!3) CW,ETAN,T,PHIN,PHINM1,ETANM1,PHIHNM1,PHIHNM2 
WRlTE(9) PHID













I N I T I A
S U B R O U T I N E  I N I T I A  
C
» C A L L  C0M1 
« C A L L  C O E F  
« C A L L  R O O T S  
« C A L L  F S V A L  
« C A L L  H U L L P H I  
C
N A M E L I S T / P A R M / F R ,  N R U N ,  I M A X , J M A X , K M A X , I L F T ,  I R G T , K E E L ,
1 D T , B E A M , D R A F T , Y L , Y U , N P T S , T M A X
C
R E A D ( * , P A R M )
W R I T E Ì 6 , 8 )
W R l T E ( * , P A R M )
8 F O R M A T ( ' 1 ’ )
C
T  = D Tcwm=o. o
I J B L K  = I MAX * J M A X  
P I  * 4 . « A T A N C 1 . 0 )
I N I T I A L I Z E  A R R A Y S .
DO 10 1 = 1 , 1 J B L K
P H I N i I ) * E T A N ( I ) « E T À ( I ) « 0 . 0  
P H I N M 1 ( I ) * E T A N M 1 ( I ) * 0 . 0  
1 0  C O N T I N U E
DO 2 0  K * K E E L , K M A X + 1  
DO 2 0  I » I L F T ,  I R O T
P H I H N M 1 ( I , K ) * P H I H N M 2 ( I , K ) * 0 . 0  
2 0  C O N T I N U E
DO 3 0  K = K E E L - 1 , KM AX +1  
DO 3 0  J *  1 , J M A X  
DO 3 0  1 * 1 , 1  MAX
P H I D ( I , J , K ) * 0 . 0  
3 0  C O N T I N U E
R E A D  I N P U T  D A T A  C R E A T E D  B Y  T H E  C A P A C I T A N C E  
M A T R I X  P R O G R A M .
R E A D ! 1 0 )  C M , A O , A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 , A 6 , A 1 3 P , A 1 3 M , A 3 C , A 3 3 C , A 1 3 C , R H S ,
1 A , B , C , Z , X R T , Y  R T , W X , W Y , D X , D Y , D Z , H 1 , C X X , C Y Y , C Z Z , C S C A L E ,
3  A L P H , G A M B , A H , B H , C H , I R H O
X L * - ( 0 . 4 9 + F L C A T ( I L F T - 1 ) * D X )
DO 4 0  1 * 1 ,  I MAX
X ( I ) * X L + F L O A T ( I - 1 ) * D X  
4 0  C O N T I N U E
X R * X L + F L O A T ( I M A X - 1 ) * D X  
C 0 N T * 2 . « D T  
D T D X = C O N T / D X  
C O N X * 0 . 5 / D X  
C 0 N Y * 0 . 5 / D Y  
F I = 0 . 5 / F R / F R
I F  ( N R U N . E Q . 1 )  R E T U R N
R E A D  R E S T A R T  D A T A .
REA DC 3 )  CW,  E T A N ,  T ,  P H I  N ,  P H I  NM1 , E T A N M 1  , P H I  HNM1 , P H I  HNM2
R E A D O )  PH I D  
C
R E T U R N
EN D
C H A N
S U B R O U T I N E  C H A N  
C
« C A L L  C O M 1 
« C A L L  F S V A L  
« C A L L  H U L L P H I  
C
c
c  T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  U S E S  C H A N ' S  E X P L I C I T  M E T H O D
C  T O  U P D A T E  T H E  N O N L I N E A R  F R E E  S U R F A C E  C O N D I T I O N S
C I N  T I M E .  T H E S E  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  A R E  A P P L I E D
C O N  T H E  P L A N E  M O V I N G  B O U N D A R Y ,  Z «  E T A I X , Y ;  T )  .
C
D S 1 ( V D , C D ) « - ( 2 . » V D + C D ) / ( V D * ( C D + V D ) )
D S 2 ( V D , C D ) « ( C D + V D ) / ( C D * V D )
D S 3 ( V D , C D ) « -  V D / ( C D * ( C D + V D ) )
C
C U P D A T E  T H E  B O D Y  S O L U T I O N  A R R A Y S .
C
DO 10  K « K E E L , K M A X + 1  
DO 1 0  I * I L F T , I R G T
P H I H N M 2 ( I , K ) « P H I H N M 1 ( I , K )
P H I H N M 1 ( I , K ) = P H I D C I , 1 , K )
10  C O N T I N U E  
C
C A D V A N C E  U P S T R E A M  B O U N D A R Y  I N  T I M E .
C
DO 2 0  J « 1 , J M A X
1 2 * 1 J - 1 ) « I M A X + 1
P H I Z * -  ( D S 1 ( H I  , D Z ) « P H I N ( I 2 ) + D S 2 ( H I , D Z ) « P H ! D ( 1 , J , K M A X ) +  
1 D S 3 ( H I , D Z ) *  P H I D ( 1 , J , K M A X - 1 ) )
E T A ( I 2 ) = E T A N ( I 2 ) + D T « P H I Z
P H I D ( 1 , J , K M A X + 1 ) = P H I N I 1 2 ) - D T * F 1 * I E T A I 1 2 ) + E T A N I 1 2 ) )
2 0  C O N T I N U E  
C
C A D V A N C E  F R E E  S U R F A C E  C O N D T I O N S  I N  T I M E
C U S I N G  T H E  N O N L I N E A R  F R E E  S U R F A C E  C O N D I T I O N S .
C
C A L L  A D V F S I 2 , I L F T - 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 2 )
C A L L  A D V F S i I L F T ,  1 R G T  + 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ,  1 , 1 )
C A L L  A D V F S C I R G T  + 2 ,  I M A X , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 2 )
C A L L  A D V F S I 2 , I L F T - 1 , 2 , 2 , 4 , 0 , 0 )
C A L L  A D V F S i I L F T , l R G T + 1 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 0 , 0 )
C A L L  A D V F S I I R G T  + 2 ,  I M A X , 2 , 2 , 4 , 0 , 0 )
C A L L  A D V F S I 2 , I M A X , 3 , J M A X - 1 , 4 , 0 , 0 )
C A L L  A D V F S t 2 ,  I M A X , J M A X , J M A X , 3 , - 1 , 2 )
C
C U P D A T E  S O L U T I O N  A R R A Y S .
C
DO 4 0  J « 1 , J M A X
l 1 * I J - 1 ) *  I MAX 
DO 4 0  1 = 1 , I M A X  
1 2 = 1 1 + 1
E T A N M 1 I  I 2 ) = E T A N t 1 2 )
E T A N I I  2 ) = E T A I 1 2 )
P H I N M 1 I  I 2 ) = P H I N ( 1 2 )
P H I N I I 2 ) = P H I D I I , J , K M A X + 1 )
4 0  C O N T I N U E  

















A D V F S
S U B R O U T I N E  A D V F S Ì I L , I R , J L , J U ,  I Y ,  I P M ,  I H U L L )
C
» C A L L  C OM I  
» C A L L  F S V A L  
C
F S E T A i I 2 , V S T R , D S T R ) » E T A N M 1 ( 1 2 - 1 ) + A L P * ( E T A N ( I 2 ) - E T A N (  1 2 - 1  ) ) -  
1 C O N T * ( V S T R * E T A Y P - D S T R )
F S P H I ( I 2 , V S T R , D S T R ) = P H I N M 1 ( I 2 - 1 ) + C A L P * ( P H I N ( I 2 ) - P H I N ( I 2 - 1 )  ) -  
1 C O N T * ( V S T R * P H I Y P P - D S T R )
D S 1 ( V D , C D ) * - ( 2 . * V D + C D ) / ( V D * ( V D + C D ) )DS2(VD,CD)*(VD+CD)/(VD*CD)
D S 3 ( V D , C D ) * - V D / ( C D * ( V D + C D ) )
D S 4 ( V D , C D ) * - C D / ( V D * ( V D + C D ) )
D S 6 ( V D , C D ) * V D / ( C D * ( V D + C D ) )
B E T A Y ( 1 2 , V D , I P M ) = F L O A T ( I P M ) * ( D S 1 ( V D , D Y ) * E T A N ( I 2 ) +
1 D S 2 ( V D , D Y ) * E T A N ( I 2 + 1 P M * I M A X ) + D S 3 ( V D , D Y ) *
2  E T A N ( 1 2 + 2 * I P M * I M A X ) )HETAY ( 12, C1 , C2 ) =C1 *ETAN( I 2-1 MAX) - (Cl +C2) *ETAN( ! 2>*C2*ETAN( I2+IMA.Y) 
HPHIY(12,CI,C2)=C1*PHIN(I2-I MAX)-(C1+C2)*PHIN(I2)+C2*PHIN(I2+1 MAX) FPHIZÌ12,13,VD)» -(DS1(VD,DZ)*PHIN(I2)+DS2ÌVD,DZ)*
1 P H I D ( I 3 , J , K M A X ) + D S 3 ( V D , D Z ) * P H I D ( I 3 , J , K M A X - 1 ) )
T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  D O E S  T H E  A C T U A L  
C O M P U T A T I O N  F O R  T H E  N O N L I N E A R  F R E E  
S U R F A C E  C O N D I T I O N S ,  A P P L I E D  ON Z  »  E T A ( X , Y ; T ) .
DO 2 0  J » J L , J U
I 1 » ( J - 1 ) *  I MAX 
DO 2 0  I * I L , I R  
1 2 * 1 1 + 1
P H ! X P P » ( P H ! N ( 1 2 ) - P H I N ( 1 2 - 1 ) ) / D X  
E T A X P = ( E T A N Í I 2 ) - E T A N ( 1 2 - 1 ) ) / D X
P H I Z P a O . 5 * ( F P H I Z ( 1 2 ,  I , H I + E T A N ( I  2 ) ) + F P H I Z ( 1 2 - 1 , 1 - 1 ,
1 H 1 + E T A N Í 1 2 - 1 ) ) )
PH I X » P H I X P P - E T A X P * P H I Z P
G O T O  ( 1 , 2 , 1 , 4 )  I Y 
1 G O T O  ( 5 , 6 )  I H U L L
U P D A T E  P O I N T S  ON H U L L .
5 X ! M = 0 . 5 * ( X ( I ) + X ( I - 1 ) )
Z I M  = 0 . 5 * ( E T A N Í I 2 ) + E T A N ( 1 2 - 1 ) )
C F X  = F X ( X I M , Z I M )
C F Z  = F Z ( X I M , Z I M )
F I = F ( X ( I ) , E T A N Í 1 2 ) )
F I M * F  ( X ( I - 1 ) , E T A N ( 1 2 - 1 ) )
G A M 1 S = 1 . + C F X * C F X + C F Z * C F Z
E T A Y P  = 0 . 5 * ( B E T A Y ( 1 2 , D Y - F I , 1 ) + B E T A Y ( I 2 - 1 , D Y - F I M , 1 ) )
PH  I X P  = P H I X P P - E T A X P * P H I Z P
PH IYP=(CFX*(USHIP + PHI XP)+CFZ*PHIZP)/GAMIS PHlYPP=PHI YP+ETAYP*PHI ZP 
PHlX=PHI XP-CFX*PHI YP
D E L  1 a I . + E T A X P * E T A X P + G A M 1 S * E T A Y P * E T A Y P + 2 . * E T A Y P * ( C F Z - C F X * E T A X P )  
V S T R E a O . 0
V S T R P » - C F X * ( U S H I P + P H I X P P )
D S T R E = P H I Z P - C F Z * P H I Y P








1 D E L I * P H I Z P * P H I Z P ) - F I  * ( E T A N ( I 2 ) + E T A N ( 1 2 - 1 ) )
G O T O  1 0
U P D A T E  P O I N T S  O N S Y M M E T R Y  OR 
F A R  F I E L D  B O U N D A R I E S .
6  E T A Y P  = 0 . 5 * ( B E T A Y ( I 2 . D Y ,  I P M ) + B E T A Y ( 1 2 - 1 . D Y ,  I P M ) )
P H I Y P P * E T A Y P * P H I 2 P
V S T R E s 0 . 0  
G O T O  8
U P D A T E  P O I N T S  A D J A C E N T  T O  H U L L .
2 F ! * F ( X ( I ) , E T A N i 1 2 ) )
F I M * F ( X < 1 - 1 ) , E T A N i 1 2 - 1 ) )
C 1 P * D S 4 ( D Y - F I , D Y )
C 1 M = D S 4 ( D Y - F I M , D Y )
C 2 P  = D S 6 C  D Y - F I , D Y )
C 2 M 3 D S 6 ( D Y - F I M , D Y )
E T A Y P * 0 . 5 * ( H E T A Y ( l 2 , C l  P ,  C 2 P ) + H E T A Y ( l 2 - 1 , C 1 M , C 2 M ) )  
P H I Y P P * 0 . 5 * ( H P H I Y ( I 2 J C 1 P J C 2 P ) + H P H I Y ( 1 2 - 1 J C 1 M J C 2 M ) )
P H I Y = P H I Y P P - E T A Y P * P H l Z P  
G O T O  7
U P D A T E  I N T E R I O R  F R E E  S U R F A C E  P O I N T S .
4  E T A Y P  = 0 . 5 « C O N Y  * ( E T A N ( I 2 + I M A X ) - E T A N ( I 2 - I M A X ) *
1 E T A N i I  2 + I M A X - 1 ) - E T A N i I  2 - I M A X - 1 ) )
P H  I Y P P * 0 . 5 * C O N Y * ( P H I  N i I  2 + I M A X ) - P H I  N i  I 2 - I M A X ) +
1 P H I  N i  I 2 + I M A X - 1 ) - P H  I N i  I 2 - I M A X - 1 ) )
P H I Y = P H l Y P P - E T A Y P * P H I Z P
7 V S T R E s P H I Y
8 V S T R P s O . O  
D S T R E = P H I Z P
D S T R P 3 - 0 . 5 *  t P H I X P P * P H I X P P  + P H I Y P P * P H I Y P P - i 1 . + E T A X P * E T A X P +
1 E T A Y P * E T A Y P ) * P H I Z P * P H I Z P ) - F I  * ( E T A N i I 2 ) + E T A N ( 1 2 - 1 ) )
C
10 A L P 3 1 . - ( U S H I P  + P H I  X ) # D T D X  
C A L P 3 1 . - U S H I P * D T D X  
E T A i I  2 ) = F S E T A ( I  2 , V S T R E , D S T R E )
P H I D i I , J , K M A X + 1 ) = F S P H I ( 1 2 , V S T R P , D S T R P )
C
2 0  C O N T I N U E  




C IF (ABS(XX).GT.0.5) THEN 
F»0.0ELSE IF (ZZ.GE.O.O) THENF«BEAM/2.*(1.-4.*XX*XX)
ELSE F=BEAM/2.*(1.-4.*XX*XX)*(1.-(ZZ/DRAFT)**2)
END IF RETURN 
END
F U N C T I O N  F X ( X X , Z Z )
C
« C A L L  C0M1 
C
I F  ( A B S ( X X ) . G T . 0 . 5 )  T H E N  
F X * 0 . 0
E L S E  I F  ( Z Z . G E . O . O )  T H E N  
F X * - 4 . * B E A M * X X
E L S E
F X « - 4 . * B E A M * X X * ( 1 . - ( Z Z / D R A F T ) * * 2 )
E N D  I F  




C IF (ABS(XX).GT.0.5) THEN 
FZ«0.0















S O L V E
S U B R O U T I N E  S O L V E ( T T , B E T A , D , I Q U I T )
C
« C A L L  c o m  
« C A L L  H U L L P H I  
« C A L L  F S V A L  
« C A L L  C O E F  
« C A L L  R O O T S  
C REAL TT(*),BETA(*),D(*)DOUBLE PRECISION SUM
T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  S O L V E S  T H E  L A P L A C E  E Q U A T I O N  
I N  A  R E G I O N  I N  W H I C H  T H E  W I G L E Y  H U L L  I S  P A R T  O F  
A  C O O R D I N A T E  S U R F A C E .  T H E  C A P A C I T A N C E  M A T R I X  
T E C H N I Q U E  I S  U S E D  T O  H A N D L E  T H E  I R R E G U L A R  E Q U A T I O N S  
A R I S I N G  F RO M T H E  N E U M A N N  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  O N T H E  H U L L .  
F U R T H E R M O R E ,  A N  I T E R A T I O N  I S  P E R F O R M E D  S O  A S  T O  A P P L Y  
T H E  F R E E  S U R F A C E  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  A T  T H E  E X A C T  L O C A T I O N .
* « » * *  B E G I N  I T E R A T I O N S  * * * * *
DO 1 0 0  I C O U N T « 1 , 2









DO 10 J *  1 , J M A X
I 1 * < J - 1 ) *  I MAX 
DO 10  1 * 1 , 1 MAX
I F  CI  C O U N T . E Q . 1 )  T H E N
R H S V ( I , J ) « - C ( K M A X ) * P H I D ( I , J , K M A X + 1 )
E L S E
I 2 » I 1+1
Z K * E T A ( I  2 ) - Z ( K M A X )
Z K M * Z ( K M A X ) - Z ( K M A X - 1 )
D E N * Z K + Z K M  
A K * 2 . / ( Z K M * D E N )
B K  * 2 . / ( Z K * D E N )
R H S V ( I , J ) = ( A ( K M A X ) - A K ) « P H I D ( I , J , K M A X - 1 ) + ( B ( K M A X ) +
1 A K + B K ) « P H I D ( I , J , K M A X ) - B K * P H I D C  I , J , K M A X + 1 )
E N D  I F  
10  C O N T I N U E
DO 2 0  I « I L F T ,  I R G T
I F  ( I C O U N T . E Q .  1 )  T H E N
R H S V ( I , 1 ) = U S H I P * R H S ( I , K M A X ) - A 2 ( I , K M A X ) *
1 PHID(I,1,KMAX+1)-A13P(I,KMAX)*





























PHID(I -1 ,1,KMAX-1))-(A13P(I,KMAX)+Al3M(I,KMAX)-A13PV-A13MV)*(PHID(1+1,1,KMAX)- PHID(I - 1 ,1,KMAX))-A13PV*(PHID(I+1,1,KMAX+1)- PHI 0(1-1,1,KMAX+1)) + (A0(I,KMAX)-AOV)*
PHID(I,1,KMAX)
END IF CONTINUE







DO 30 J *3,JMAX-1






1 CXX+(PH ID(I,J-1,KMAX)-2.*PHID(I,J,KMAX) +
2 PHID(I,J + 1,KMAX))* CYY +AK * PHID(I,J,KMAX-1)-3 (AK+BK)*PHlD(I,J,KMAX)+BK*PHID(I,J,KMAX+1)
SUM*SUM+RES*RES
CONTINUE SUM*DSQRT(SUM)
WRITE(6,40) SUM, I COUNT IF (SUM.LE.1.E-4) GOTO 110F0RMAT(2X,’RESIDUAL *’,1PE14.6,’ FOR ITER *’,I3)
CONTINUE 




















FPHITCI,K)*-0.5*(“3.*(PHID(1,1,K)+PHID(I-1,1, K))♦4.*(PHIHNM1(I,K )+PHIHNM1(I -1,K))- 





COMPUTE AND INTEGRATE THE HULL PRESSURE.
K1*KMAX-KEEL+2 
I 1 * IRGT-ILFT DO 20 I * ILFT+1,lRGT DO 10 K=KEEL,KMAX+1IF (K.EQ.KMAX+1) THEN 
VHI*H1+ETA(I)VHIM*H1+ETA(1-1)PHIZP*0.5*(FPHIZiI,VHI)+FPHIZ(I-1,VHIM))
ZH*0.5*(ETA(I)+ETA(I-1))
ELSE IF (K.EQ.KMAX) THENZKM*Z(KMAX)-Z(KMAX-1)
ZKI *H1 +ETA( I )
ZKI M = H1+ETA(I-1)AKI=-ZKl/(ZKM*(ZKI+ZKM))AKIM= - ZKIM/(ZKM*(ZKIM+ZKM))
BKI * ZKM/(ZKI *(ZKI+ZKM))
BKIM=ZKM/(ZKIM*(ZKIM+ZKM))PHIZ1*AKI»PHID(Ij1j K-1)-(AKI+BKI)*PHID(I, 1,K ) +




ZK=Z(K+1)-Z(K)AK*-ZK/(ZKM*(ZK+ZKM))BK=ZKM/(ZK*(ZK+ZKM))PHIZP = 0.5*(AK*(PHID(I,1» K-1)+PHlD(I-1,1jK-1))-
1 (AK+BK)*(PHID(I,1,K )+PHID(I-1J1,K))+2 BK*(PHID(I,1,K+1)+PHID(I-1,1,K+1)))
ZH*Z(K )
END IF
PHIXP = ( PHID( I, 1, K ) - P H I D (I - 1j 1, K ) )/DX  
XH(I  -  I L F T ) * 0 . 5 * ( X ( I ) +X(I  - 1 ) )
CFX*FX(XH(1 - ILFT), ZH)CFZ*FZ(XH(I-ILFT),ZH)
GAM1S*1.+CFX*CFX+CFZ*CFZPHIYP*(CFX*(USHIP+PHIXP)+CFZ*PHIZP)/GAM1S FPK(K)=(FPHIT(IjK)+USHIP*(PHIXP-CFX*PHIYP))*CFX 
CONTINUE 
Z(KMAX+1)*ZHCALL ICSCCU(Z(KEEL),FPK(KEEL),K1,CSK,K1 -1j IER)CALL DCSQDUi Z(KEEL),FPK(KEEL)tK1,CSK.K1-1,-DRAFT,ZH.Q, IER)
FPI(I)*Q
CONTINUECALL ICSCCU(XH,FPI (ILFT+1 ), II,CSI, 11-1, IER)

















»CALL FSVAL »CALL ROOTS 
C REAL BETA(*)
160 • 1 : FORM RHS FOR FIRST FAST DIRECT SOLUTION.
I GO * 2 : FORM RHS FOR CAPACITANCE MATRIX SYSTEM.
I GO * 3 : FORM RHS FOR SECOND FAST DIRECT SOLUTION.
AXI(I,K,AKP)*A0(I , K )»PHID(I,1,K)+A1(I,K )»PHID(I-1,1,K)+AKP*1 A2(I,K )»PHID(I,1,K+1)+A3(I,K)»PHID(1+1,1,K)+A4<I,K )*
2 PHID(I,1,K-1)+A6(I,K )»PHI DC I,2,K ) +3 A13MCI,K)*(PHID(I+1,1,K-1)-PHID(I-1,1,K-1))-4 (A13P(I,K )♦A13M(I,K))*(PHID(I♦1,1,K )-PHlD(I -1,1,K)>♦
5 AKP*A13P(l,K)*(PHID(1+1,1,K+1)-PHIDCI-1,1,K+1))
AXI2CI,K,AKP)=(PHID(I-1,2,K )-2.»PHID(I,2,K)+PHID(I+1,2,K))*CXX+1 ALPH<I,K)»PHI DC I,1,K)-(ALPH(I,K )+GAMBCI,K))»
2 PHI DC I,2,K )+GAMBCI,K)»PHI DC I,3,K)+ACK)»PHI DC I,2,K-1)♦
3 BCK)»PHI DC I,2,K)+AKP*C(K)*PHID(I,2,K+1)
GOTO (10,80,10) I GO
10 DO 20 K=KEEL-1,KMAX 
DO 20 J*1,JMAX 
DO 20 1*1,1 MAXPHI DC I,J,K)=0.0 
20 CONTINUE
DIRICHLET CONDITION AT THE FREE SURFACE.
DO 30 J*1,JMAX 
DO 30 1*1,1 MAXPHI DC I,J,KMAX)=RHSV(I,J)
30 CONTINUE
MODIFIED EQUATIONS ON THE HULL.
DO 50 K*KEEL,KMAX-1 
DO 50 I * ILFT,IRGTPHI DC I,1,K)=USHIP*RHS(I,K)
50 CONTINUE 
C IF CI GO.EQ.1) RETURN 
C I K*0JK*(KMAX-KEEL + 1)»(IRGT-ILFT +1)
DO 70 K*KEEL,KMAX 
DO 70 I * ILFT, IRGT 
IK*IK+1 IJK*IK+JKPHI DC I,1,K)*PHIDC I,1,K)+BETACIK)
PHIOCI, 2, K )=PHIDC I,2,K)+BETA(IJK)
70 CONTINUE 
GOTO 99 
C 80 _ IK*0 __ _ __JK*(KMAX-KEEL+1)»(IRGT-ILFT+1)DO 95 K=KEEL,KMAX-1 
DO 95 I * ILFT, IRGT 
IK*IK+1 
IJK*IK+JKBETACIK)=USHIP*RHS(I,K )-AX1CI,K ,1.0)

































»CALL C0M1 »CALL ROOTS »CALL COEF 
»CALL FSVAL 
C REAL TT(»),D(*)
THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE LAPLACE EQUATION USING FOURIER ANALYSIS WITH A TRIDIAGONAL SOLVER. THE SOLUTION IS FOUND ONLY IN A SPECIFIED SUBREGION OF 
THE TOTAL DOMAIN. THE FOURIER SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS ARE PERFORMED BY THE FFT 
ROUTINES IN THE FISHPAK LIBRARY.
FORWARD TRANSFORM X-DIRECTI ON.
IFWRD*1
5 DO 20 K*KEEL-1,KMAX-2 
DO 20 J * 1,3 
DO 10 1*1,1 MAXTT(I)*PHID(I,J,K)10 CONTINUECALL COST(I MAX,TT,WX)
DO 15 1*1,I MAX
PHID(I,J,K )*(FLOAT(2”IFWRD)+FLOAT(IFWRD-1)»CSCALE)*TT(I) 
15 CONTINUE 20 CONTINUE
DO 40 K*KMAX-1,KMAX DO 40 J*1,JMAX 
DO 30 1*1,1 MAX
TT CI)=PHID(I,J,K)
30 CONTINUECALL COST(I MAX,TT,WX)





50 DO 70 K=KEEL-1,KMAX 
DO 70 1*1, I MAX 
DO 60 J*1,JMAX
TT(J)=PHID(I,J,K )
















IFWRD*2DO 110 J*1,JMAX 
DO 110 1*1,1 MAX
TRI DI AGONAL SOLVER.
XYRT = XRT(I)+YRT(J)
D(1)*C(1)/(B(1)+XYRT)
DO 95 K * 2,KMAXBB*B(K)+XYRT
D(K)*CÍK)/(BB-AÍK)#D(K-1))
CONTINUE
DO 100 K*KEEL,KMAX 
BB*BÍK)+XYRT
PHlD CI.J,K )*(PHID(I,J,K)-A(K)*PHID(I,J,K-1))/ 
1 <BB-A(K)*D(K-1))
CONTINUE














C REAL BETA(*)DOUBLE PRECISION SUM
PERMUTE THE COLUMN VECTOR BETA.





DO 70 J*2,NPTS SUM*0.0 




DO 90 J*NPTS-1,1,-1 




































PROGRAM CAP(INPUT,OUTPUT,FI LEI,FILE2,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT, 
1 TAPE1=FILEI,TAPE2=FILE2)C«CALL COM1 «CALL COEF 
CALL ROOTS
THIS PROGRAM IS THE PREPROCESSING PHASE FOR THE CAPACITANCE MATRIX TECHNIQUE, I.E., IT COMPUTES 
AND FACTORS THE CAPACITANCE MATRIX USED IN THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EXACT BODY CONDITION FOR THE WIGLEY HULL.
CALL INITIA 
CALL COEFF
FORM THE CAPACITANCE MATRIX BY COLUMNS STARTING WITH 
POINTS ON THE KEEL.
JC0L«0 
DO 40 J»1,2 DO 40 K*KEEL,KMAX 
DO 40 I - ILFT, « RGT 
JCGL*JCOL+1
CALL FORMCMiI,J,K,JCOL) 40 CONTINUE
WRITE!1) CM
FACTOR THE CAPACITANCE MATRIX.
CALL FACTOR(NPTS)
C
WR ITE(2) CM,CCO,CCI,CC2,CC3,CC4,CC6,CC13P,CCI3M,A3,A33,Al 3,RHS, 1 A,B,C,2,XRT,YRT,WX,WY,DX,DY,DZ,H1,CXX,CYY,CZZ,CSCALE,
3 ALPH,GAMB,AH,BH,CH,IRHO
C
30 DO 50 I * ILFT, IRGTDO 45 K=KMAX,KEEL,-1
WRITE!6,60) CCO(I,K ),CCI(I,K ),CC3(I,K ),CC4(I,K ),
1 CC2(I,K),CC6(I,K ),CCI3P(I,K ),CC13M(I,K),RHS<I,K)
45 CONTINUEWRITE(6,55)
50 CONTINUE 
55 FORMAT!///)60 FORMAT(2X,9(1 PE14.6))C STOP
END
o

















CALL COMI CALL COEF CALL ROOTS












DO 2 1*1,1 MAXX(I)«XL+FLOAT(1-1)*DX 
2 CONTINUE
DEFINE 2-DISTRIBUTION OF MESH POINTS.
DZ = 2. /3. «DRAFT/(FLOAT (KMAX-KEED+O. 5)
CZ2=1./DZ/DZ DO 5 K=1,4
Z(K)* - 1.0+FL0ATÍK-1)*0.2 
5 CONTINUE Z(5)s-0.25 
Z(6)*-0.175 Z(7)=-0.125 
Z(8)*-0.11 Z ( 9) = -0 , 10 
Z(10)=-0.09 DO 7 K=KMAX,KEEL-3,-1Z(K )*-FLOAT(KMAX-K)*DZ-H1 
7 CONTINUEZÍKMAX+1)*0.0
INITIALIZE THE CONSTANTS WHICH ARE USED IN THE 




DZM = Z(K )-Z(K -1)DZ2*DZP+DZM
A(K)=2./DZM/DZ2 








 o GENERATE TRANSFORM ROOTS.
SCALX = FLOAT(I MAX-1)
SX«P 1/2./SCALX 
DO 30 1*1,I MAXXRT(I)=-4.«CXX*(SlN(FLOAT(I>1)*SX))*«2 
30 CONTINUESCALX=2.«SCALX CALL COSTI(I MAX,WX)
C SCALY=FLOAT(JMAX-1)
SYsPI/2./SCALY DO 40 J=1,JMAXYRT( J)*-4.* CYY *(SIN(FLOAT( J -1)*SY))«*2 






















THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE COEFFICIENTS
FOR THE MODIFIED EQUATIONS USED NEAR THE WIGLEY HULL.
AF(XX,ZZ)*DELTA»BEAM/2. » ( 1 . - 4 . *XX»XX)*<1 . - ( ZZ/DRAFT)**2)
AFX(XX tZZ) = -4.*DELTA*BEAM*XX»(1.-(ZZ/DRAFT)»»2)
AFXX(ZZ) * - 4 . *DELTA»BEAM*( 1 . - ( ZZ/DRAFT)*»2)
AFZtXX,ZZ) =-DELTA*BEAM*( 1 . - 4 . *XX*XX)»ZZ/DRAFT/DRAFT 
AFZZ(XX)=-DELTA*BEAM*(1 . - 4 . *XX»XX) /DRAFT/DRAFT 
AFXZ(XX, ZZ)=8.*DELTA*BEAM»XX*ZZ/DRAFT/DRAFT 
RFX(XX, ZZ ) - - A . »BEAM»XX*(1 . - ( ZZ/DRAFT)»*2)
COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS WHICH ARE USED TO 
CALCULATE THE SURFACE DERIVATIVES.
DO 60 K*KEEL, KMAX 
DO 60 I » I L F T , IRGT
DYM=DY-AF(X(I) , Z (K ) )
DEN»DY+DYM
A L P H ( I , K )s 2 . /DYM/DEN 
GAMB( I , K )=2./DY/DEN 
60 CONTINUE
DO 70 K=KEEL,KMAX 
DO 70 I s ILFT, IRGT
A H ( I , K ) =AFX(X ( I ) , Z ( K ) )BH(I,K )=AFZ(X(I),Z(K ))CH(Ii K ) = 1 .+AH(I,K )**2+BH(I,K)**2 
70 CONTINUE
COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE MODIFIED EQUATIONS 
AT MESH POINTS WHICH ARE ON THE HULL.
DO 50 I » ILFT, IRGT 
XX= X(I)









GAM 1~(1 . +FX* FX + FZ* FZ )* * (0 .5 )
GAM2=FXX+FZZ
ZK=Z(K+1)-Z(K )





G4=GAM1* » ( -4)
118
GlX = 2.* í FX*FXX+FZ*FXZ)G1Z=2.*(FX*FXZ+FZ*FZZ>FXG1X = G4*(GAMI«GAMI*FXX-FX*G1X)




C Al a-(GAM2*FX/GAM1/GAMI+2.*(FX*FXG1X+FZ*FXG1Z))+AL2*FX/GA2 A3(I^la-ÍGAMZxFZ/GAMl/GAMl+Z.*(FX*FZG1X+FZ*FZG1Z))+AL2*FZ/GA2 
Al 1 = 1.-2.*(FX/GAM1)**2 
A22=GAM1«GAMI
A33(Ij K )* 1.-2.*(FZ/GAM1)**2 Al3(l,K)*-4.*FX*FZ/GAM1/GAM1 
C CCI(I,K )*A11»CXX-A1/2./DX 
CC3(!,K )*A11«CXX+A1/2./DX
CC2 ( I ,(<>*(2. *A33( I , K ) +A3 ( l , K ) *ZKM ) / ( ZK*DZ2 )CC4(I,K )a(2.*A33(1tK)-A3(I,K )*ZK)/(ZKM*DZ2)
CC6(1,K )*A22*(BE2-AL2*DE2/GA2)
CCI3P(I,K)=BK*A13(1,K)/2./DX CC13MÍ1,K )=AK*A13(I,K)/2./DXCCO(I,K )* -(CC6(I,K)+2.*A1l*CXX+(2.*A33(I ,K) +1 A3(I, K ) * (ZKM-ZK))/(ZK*ZKM)Î
RHS(!,K ) = -A1+AL2#FX/GA2-RFX(XX,ZZ)«AL2/GA2 





«CALL COMI C IF C ABS(XX).GT.0.5) THEN CF*0.0
ELSE CF*DELTA«BEAM/2.*(1.-4.*XX«XX)*(1.-(22/DRAFT)**2)





IF (ABS(XX).GT.O.5) THEN 
CFX»0.O
ELSE CFXs-4.*DELTA*BEAM«XX*(1.-(ZZ/DRAFT)**2)





































REAL T T ( * ) , D ( * )
THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE LAPLACE 
EQUATION USING FOURIER ANALYSIS WITH 
A TRI DIAGONAL SOLVER. THE SOLUTION IS  
FOUND ONLY IN A S P E C I F I E D  SUBREGION OF 
THE TOTAL DOMAIN. THE FOURIER SYNTHESIS  
AND ANALYSIS IS  PERFORMED BY THE FFT  
ROUTINES IN THE FISHPAK LIBRARY.
TRANSFORM X -D IR E C T I  ON.
IFWRD=1
5 DO 20 K = K E E L - 1 , KMAX 
DO 20 J» 1 , 3  
DO 10 I » 1 i I MAX
T T ( I ) * G ( I , J , K )
10 CONTINUE
CALL COST( I MAX, T T , WX)
DO 1 5  1 * 1 , 1  MAX
G ( I , J , K ) * ( FLOAT( 2 - 1 FWRD)+FLGAT( IF W R D - 1 ) » C SC A LE ) »T T ( I ) 
1 5  CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE
GOTO ( 5 0 , 1 2 0 )  IFWRD
TRANSFORM Y - D IR E C T I  ON.
50 DO 70 K = K E E L - 1 , KMAX 
DO 70 I » 1 ,  I MAX 
DO 60 J * 1 , JMAX-
T T ( J ) = G ( I , J , K )
60 CONTINUE
CALL COST( JMAX, T T , WY)
DO 65 J * 1 , JMAX
G( I , J , K ) = T T ( J )
65 CONTINUE 
70 CONTINUE
GOTO ( 8 0 , 5 )  IFWRD
SOLVE TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEMS IN Z -DIRECTION,
80 IFWRD= 2
DO 1 1 0  J » 1 , JMAX 
DO 1 1 0  I * 1 ,  I MAX
TRIDIAGONAL SOLVER.
XYRT = XRT( I ) +YRT( J )
D ( 1 ) a C ( 1 ) / ( B ( 1 ) +XYRT)
DO 95 K*2,KMAX
BB»B(K)+XYRT
D ( K ) a C ( K ) / ( B B - A ( K ) * D ( K - 1 ))
95 CONTINUE
DO 100 K =KEEL, KMAX 
BB=B( K ) +XYRT
Q ( I , J . K J s I Q I I , J , K ) - A ( K ) * G ( I , J , K - 1 ) ) / ( B B - A ( K ) * D ( K - 1 ))  
100 CONTINUE
DO 10 5  K*KMAX-1 , K E E L - 1 , - 1
G ( I j  J , K ) = G ( I , J , K > - D < K ) * G ( I , J , K + 1 )
1 0 5  CONTINUE 
1 1 0  CONTINUE 
GOTO 50 
C
1 2 0  RETURN 
END
FGRMCM
SUBROUT INE  FORMCMi IP ,  J P , K P , J C O L ) 
C
»CALL c o m  
»CALL COEF 






DO 10 K = K E E L - 1 ,KMAX+1 
DO 10 J * 1 , UMAX 
DO 10 1*1 ,1  MAX
G ( I , J , K ) * 0 . 0 
10 CONTINUE
G < I P , J P , K P ) = 1 . 0
SOLVE BG = E .
CALL S O L V E 1 ( W K ,W K ( IM A X+ 1 ) )






IR0W = 0DO 50 K=KEEL,KMAX 
DO 50 I * ILFT, IRGT I ROW*IROW +1CM(I ROW,JCOL)=CCO(I,K )*G(I,1,K)+CC1(I,K)*G(I -1,1,K ) +CC2(l,K)»G<I,1,K+1)+CC3(I,K )*G(I+1,1,K )+ CC4(I,K )*G(I,1,K-1)+CC6(I,K)*G(I,2,K )+ 
CC13M(I,K)»(G(1+1,1,K”1)-G(I -1,1,K-1))- (CC13PCI,K )+CC13M(I,K))*(G(I+1,1,K)- 
G(I-1,1,K))+CC13P(t,K)*(G(!+1,1,K+1)- 
G(I-1,1,K+1))
CONTINUEDO 60 K=KEEL,KMAX 
DO 60 I * ILFT, IRGT I ROW*IROW+1
CM( I ROW,JCOL) * ( G ( I - 1 , 2 , K ) “2 . » G ( I , 2 , K ) + G ( 1+1 , 2 , K ) ) »CXX +
1 ALPH(I,K)»G(I,1,K)-(ALPH(I,K )+GAMB(I,K ))*
2 G(I,2,K )+GAMB(I,K)*G(I,3,K)+A(K)*G(I,2,K-1)+
3 B(K)*G(I,2,K)+C(K)*G(I,2,K+1)


















DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  SUM
FACTOR THE MA TR IX  SO THAT C = LU.
DO 50 K = 1 , N
F I L L  THE K ( T H )  COLUMN OF L.
DO 30 I = K , N
S U M * 0 . 0 
DO 20 L * 1 , K - 1
SUM*SUM+CM( I , L ) * CM ( L , K )
20 CONTINUE
CM( I ,K)=CM< I , K ) -SUM  
30 CONTINUE
SEARCH THE J ( T H )  COLUMN OF L FOR THE LARGEST  
ELEMENT AND PERMUTE ROWS.
E L - E L M A X = 0 .0 
DO 32 l = K , N
EL * AMAX1 ( E L , A B S ( CM( I , K ) ) ) ,
I F  ( E L . G T . E L M A X )  THEN 
ELM AX -EL  
I R H O ( K ) * I
END I F
32 CONTINUE
DO 37 J * 1 , N
A * C M ( K , J )
CM( K , J )= CM( I R H O ( K ) , J )
C M ( I R H O ( K ) , J ) = A  
37 CONTINUE
F I L L  THE K ( T H )  ROW OF U.
DO 40 J = K + 1 , N 
S U M s O . 0 
DO 35 L * 1 , K - 1
SUM = SUM + C M ( K , L ) * C M ( L , J )
35 CONTINUE
CM(K, J ) a ( CM(K, J ) -SUM)/ CM(Kj  K )
40 CONTINUE  
C
50 CONTINUE  
RETURN  
END
